A Vision for the Sustainable
Renaissance of Hebden Bridge
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The Challenge Foreword
Hebden Bridge, as a market town at the
centre of the Calder Valley, is regarded as
a popular location to both live and visit,
due to its inherent environmental, cultural
and built assets. The local distinctiveness
of the town is underpinned by a legacy
of attractive civic built architecture, proximity
to popular walking countryside, promotion
of a vibrant and alternative social scene and
its independent retail offer as the market
town for ‘great little shops’.
Following the decline of the predominant
19th century Fustian textile industry
in the 1960’s, the town benefited from
an influx of settlers, engendering a cultural
distinctiveness, recognised in recent years
as one of the ‘funkiest’ towns in the world.
It has garnered a strong local identity and
is a popular tourist destination, home
to a series of community-led initiatives
in the arts, crafts, food and alternative
lifestyles. Recently becoming one of the first
communities in the UK to take direct control
of their Town Hall, continues a long tradition
of bold community-spiritedness within the
town.
However the town is not without its areas
of concern for future sustainable resilience,
typical of many UK market towns. The
town’s perceived quality of life and
environment has attracted in-migrants from
the main employment centres of Leeds and
Manchester, creating a buoyant housing
market. House prices have increased beyond
the reach of many young local people, with
a shortage of low-cost affordable housing.

The demographic profile has shifted,
with greatest increases in the graduate,
professional social classes who travel outside
the District to work, earning considerably
higher than the local workforce. There are
issues of social exclusion between affluent
incomers and less affluent locals, leading
to a ‘two-town’ syndrome both spatially
and psychologically.
Poor transport infrastructure and
development options, constrained by
topography and issues relating to rurality,
including lack of skilled, or low-paid local
employment opportunities, contribute to the
question of economic sustainability of the
town. Car parking and traffic management
are amongst the top priorities for the town,
as the increase in both car ownership
and day tourism places pressure on local
infrastructure. There are concerns of lack
of facilities and misplaced energies from
local youngsters directed within neglected
public open spaces and how this can be
harnessed for the good of individuals and
the town.
The aim of this strategy is therefore to
provide a vision for sustainable resilience and
development of Hebden Bridge, to maintain
the diversity of the town’s population and to
establish a balance between its success as
a tourist destination and its popularity as
a place to settle on the local and regional
scale.

Ross Tolmie-Thomson
Katherine Richmond
Katherine Falconer
Jon Pavey-Smith
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‘Think often of the
silent valley, for the
God lives there’
But here the leafloam silence,
Is old siftings of
sewing machines
and shuttles,
And the silence of
ant-warfare on pine
needles,
Is like the silence of
clogs over cobbles,
And the beech-tree
solemnities,
Muffle over cordite.
Ted Hughes
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The Vision
‘Hebden Bridge is an historic market town
with a vibrant community, recognised as
an attractive place to live, work and visit.
By 2035, Hebden Bridge will be a daring
and distinctive, wholly sustainable town,
continuing the pioneering heritage of the
town. It will be an exemplar hub for living
in the twenty-first century, a focus for
working, education and tourism for the
new economy, through provision of energy
efficient housing, jobs, services, public realm
and cultural facilities.
An evolving town, embracing the needs
of the future community, yet rooted in the
understanding of it’s past. The pioneering
and innovative spirit of the community will
be continued, embracing new technologies
and flexibility for those to come developed
through knowledge-based industries.

“Hope in the future is rooted in the memory of the past, for
without memory there is no history and no knowledge. No
projection of the future can be formed without reference
to the past. Past, present and future, memory and
prophecy are woven together into one continuous whole.
On a clear understanding of the past lies the hope of the
future”
Buckminster Fuller

Hebden Bridge will be a major contributor to the life of the
wider Upper Calder Valley and Calderdale economy. It will be an
inclusive and sustainable town exemplifying the best in enterprise
infrastructure, living and environmental management. It will be
exemplary in terms of carbon, transport and waste management.
The town will build on its strengths, encouraging visitors from
across the world to spend time in the Upper Calder Valley and
experience new forms of tourism and sustainable living. It will
offer visitors the chance to learn and interact in unique, high value
tourism, through a programme of festivals, learning spaces and
events at the heart of the community.’
The Vision for environmental, economic and social sustainability will
create a town more than the sum of its parts, achieved through
synthesis of small ideas creating one huge stride forward, that can
be utilised in other places.
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Introduction

1.1 The Purpose of the Document
The strategic vision proposed below provides
a local, spatial expression and integration of concepts
impacting the town from a wider scale. The trends,
issues and context for Hebden Bridge have specific
important implications for this spatial approach,
requiring a collaborative approach to ensure
a distinctive and integrated strategic vision.
The strategic vision to guide future development of the
town takes a view of the ‘Long Now’, considering how
decisions made now, will shape the town for future
generations, over centuries rather than weeks and
years. The Vision is informed principally by a focus on
the demand and needs of local resident requirements
identified through robust evidence collation. The
ultimate aim of the Vision is to generate debate and
through key themes, establish a Community Accord,
upon which clear objectives and aspirations can be
established for future sustainable development.

This Hebden Bridge Vision is envisaged to be adopted
as a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) and has
been prepared to inform local level development, as
part of the emerging Calderdale Local Development
Framework (LDF), in accordance with the Local
Development Scheme (LDS). As the LDF’s Core Strategy
is earmarked for adoption in 2011, this vision document
is both aligned to saved policies contained in the
Replacement Calderdale Unitary Development Plan
(RCUDP, 2006), with the express aim to inform future
direction through emerging policy documents.
We are confident that this Vision provides a distinctive,
achievable and sustainable strategy for a beautiful
market town. The Vision is deliberately ambitious
establishing a long-term framework for economic,
social and environmental resilience.

The vision is broadly consistent with national
and regional objectives, identifying key areas for
engagement, specifically through the current
Calderdale Sustainable Community Strategy, the
emerging draft Calderdale Core Strategy and elements
of the Upper Calder Valley Renaissance. Key elements
of the Upper Calder Valley Renaissance for Hebden
Bridge remain robust and action through town
teams preferable to maintain consistency, however
the challenge remains for future guidance and
implementation of opportunities to achieve sustainable
development of the town.
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Source: adapted from UCVR, John Thompson and Partners, 2005
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1.2 Spatial Fabric

Hebden Bridge, referred to as the ‘Pennine Centre’,
is located eight miles to the west of Halifax within the
Metropolitan District of Calderdale. Standing at the
confluence of the Rivers Calder and Hebden, the town
forms part of a string of five settlements comprising
the Upper Calder Valley. The town represents the
main settlement within the Calder Valley Ward and is
bounded principally by the valley hillside topography,

from adjacent settlements of Heptonstall, upon the
Moors above, Todmorden to the west and
Mytholmroyd to the east along the valley base.
The larger settlements are linked along the valley floor
by road access on the A646 and rail links on the branch
line provide access for commuters to the main poles
of influence such as the employment centres of Leeds,
Manchester, Rochdale, Burnley and Bradford.
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1.3 Historical Fabric
Threading the needle

Trouser Town

Originally known as Heptenbryge, comprising a small
number of farm cottages and coaching inns, the
provenance of the settlement developed from the
packhorse bridge, crossing over the River Hebden,
where the Halifax to Burnley moor top route traversed
the valley floor. Located at the confluence of two
rivers, the settlement developed into a town due to the
influx of water-powered textile machinery. Clearance
and development of the valley floor for industry and
associated housing, altered the settlement pattern
from the surrounding hilltop villages of Heptonstall and
Wadsworth, bringing transport arteries into the valley.

With greater access and linkages to surrounding towns
for trade and resources, such as Halifax, Todmorden,
Keighley, Rochdale and Manchester further afield,
Hebden Bridge developed into an industrial centre,
at its peak in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries,
specialising in Fustian cloth manufacture, becoming
known as ‘Trouser Town’.

These arteries took the form of canal, rail and road
throughout the 19th Century, as access to the wider
textile trading centres, such as Leeds and Manchester,
was enhanced by the opening of the Rochdale Canal
in 1800 and the opening of the railway in 1840. Rail
superseded the canal as the main form of industrial
transportation and with the development of New Road,
altered the urban form and hierarchy of streets, as
space was created for building in the valley floor.

With industrialisation came growth and prosperity,
the development of beautiful civic and religious
buildings set within the central area between
Commercial Street and Bridge Gate, in the 40 year
period to 1894 predominantly forming the urban
fabric which remains today. A defining legacy of
this period of industrialised prosperity, came in the
form of the innovative solution to accommodate an
increasing workforce within the constraints of the steep
topography. Hebden Bridge was to become a true
hillside town in the form of ‘stacked’ rows of terraced
houses built into the valley sides with access at different
levels, the upper dwelling from the hill-side and the
lower dwelling accessed from downhill. The ‘doubledecker’ over and under houses remain a distinctive
feature, being synonymous with the image and sense
of place of the town.
During the Second World War, Hebden Bridge served
as a reception outpost for city evacuees, continuing
the trend for in-migration that would be a feature
throughout the 20th Century. However industrial
decline followed the war, notwithstanding the textile
mills, sewing shops and engineering works, short-time
working became common and the gradual attrition of
industry in the town continued to the 1980’s, reaching
a nadir between 1955 and 1965 when a total 33
factories closed permanently.
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The Canal’s Drowning Black

Rebirth and a lasting moment

The closure of the main clothing industry in the
town and failure to diversify led to de-population to
neighbouring employment centres as the Hebden Royd
District lost 23% of the resident population between
1951 and 1971 and local housing areas imploding into
a spiral of blight and decline. The 1951 Census records
less than half of properties had basic amenities in terms
of heating, water and cooking facilities, with 50%
without a fixed bath. In the early 1970’s roads such as
Windsor Road were left vacant and the local Yorkshire
press reports back-to-back terraced properties were
exchanged for as little as £50.

The social character of Hebden Bridge today,
engendering alternative artistic and eco-friendly
lifestyles, had its gestation from an influx of settlers
during the 1960’s, capitalising on low property
prices within a bucolic setting. From this initial artistic
movement, a perception of tolerance has increased the
distinctiveness of Hebden Bridge and led to increased
demand to both live and visit the town.

Subject to the Public Health Inspector’s list for
demolition, Hebden Bridge recorded 1,200 properties
for slum clearance, of which only 300 were demolished.
Buttress Brink, now regarded as an exemplar of the
characteristic ingenious warren of terraced properties
was cleared, until the 1969 Housing Act introduced
the General Improvement Act, facilitating preservation
through grant-aided improvements to dilapidated
properties. The establishment of the Calder Civic Trust
and designation of the Hebden Bridge Conservation
Area originally in 1973, then extended in 1986 and
1992, served to retain the built character and vigorous
industrial heritage of the town. However there remains
a notable absence of a detailed Conservation Area
Appraisal for the town.

The main economic driver within the town is now day
tourism, as Hebden Bridge promotes a number
of vibrant community-led initiatives, fringe arts festivals
and local food markets throughout the year. This Vision
provides the opportunity for Hebden Bridge to embrace
a number of key distinctiveness themes in order to build
on the environmental and cultural assets for
a sustainable future.
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Population
Profile
Comfortably Off
Urban Prosperity
Wealthy Achievers
Hard Pressed
Moderate Means
Population profile

Source: CACI, 2010
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1.4 Social Fabric - a town by numbers
‘You say what you think needs to be said. If it needs to
be said, there are going to be a lot of people who will
disagree with it, or it would not need to be said’.
Latest demographic figures record 6,311 residents
within 2,896 households, at 2.18 persons per
household, this level lower than the local authority and
national average (CACI, 2010). Population estimates
project that the town will record growth of 6% to
6,700 persons by 2017 (ONS, CACI). The influx of
affluent professionals from the main employment
centres has significantly skewed the socio-economic
profile of the town, compared to the local authority
and national averages. Hebden Bridge comprises a
disproportionate level of residents classed within
the higher AB social groups referred to as ‘Urban
Prosperous’ and ‘Comfortably Off’ groups (CACI).
Hebden Bridge records over 80% of the resident
population within these two groups compared to
37% across the local authority and 39.7% nationally
(CACI). Correspondingly only 5.8% and 8.4% of the
town’s resident population are classified as ‘Moderate
Means’ and ‘Hard Pressed’ respectively, compared
to 33.1% and 17.6% within these groups across the
local authority. The demographic profile of the town
identifies that the vast majority of residents within these
groups can be classified as ‘Prosperous Professionals’;
‘Young Professionals’; ‘White Collar Singles and Sharers
within Terraces’ recording over 55% (CACI).
Reflecting this higher comparative level of professional
entrepreneurs within Hebden Bridge, the town records
higher than average levels of self-employed persons at
almost one-fifth, 17.7%, of the working age resident
population, compared to 11% in Calderdale and 12%
nationally. However it is worth noting that the town
records a higher level of unemployed persons at 6%
of the working age population, compared to 5.5% in
Calderdale and 5.3% nationally (CACI). Overall 89.8%
of the working age population are employed and over
one-third of the resident population are educated to
degree level, compared to 17% across Calderdale
(NOMIS, ONS).
In terms of occupational profiles the town records over
half, 51.4% of persons, within the top three managerial
and professional groups, compared to 37.8% across
Calderdale. Correspondingly the proportion of Hebden

Bridge residents identified within the bottom three
occupational elementary groupings at 20.5%, though
a substantial proportion of the resident population,
remains considerably below the 30% across the local
authority (CACI).
In terms of housing tenure, Hebden Bridge records
owner occupation levels in line with Calderdale at,
71.5%, higher than the national level of 68%. The
town has higher than average levels of private rented
tenure at 15.1% compared to 9% within Calderdale
and nationally, reflecting to an extent the characteristic
tenure of young, mobile professional residents within
the town.
The resident population profile of Hebden Bridge
illustrates the influx of younger affluent professionals
over recent years and the associated concerns this has
raised in terms of sustainable socio-economic impact.
The proportion of the resident population between the
ages of 20 -29 years, 8.7%, is below that across the
local authority 11% and nationally 12.6%, raising the
issue of net out-migration of persons within these age
groups for both work and access to the housing market
elsewhere. The age profiles are positively skewed
in Hebden Bridge between 30-54 year olds, being
consistently higher than Calderdale and national levels.
However the resident profile is lower in the age
categories above 60 years old, suggesting that the
town may becoming the preserve of those affluent
professionals, as both lack of low cost and social
housing stock and physical topography are constraining
access to potential purchasers, low paid employees
and elderly residents. Population projections forecast
this pattern to continue as the 45-54 year old age
categories are expected to experience the greatest
increase to 2017, compared to the local authority.
In terms of travel to work patterns 39.2% of residents
travel between 20 – 40km to employment locations,
suggesting a significant number working outside
Calderdale in centres such as Leeds, Manchester. This
figure compares to 19.8% travelling these distances
to work across Calderdale, however the vast majority
74.3% are employed within the local authority (CACI,
NOMIS). Notably 13% of Hebden Bridge residents are
recorded as working from home compared to 8.8%
nationally.
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2.0 Policy Fabric
The Vision for the Sustainable Renaissance of Hebden
Bridge recognises and develops policies contained
within a number of key national, regional and local
documents, (see Appendix A for full summary). The
aim of this Vision document is primarily to assist and
direct stakeholders who need to make decisions about
the future sustainable development of Hebden Bridge.
It is important therefore to recognise that the town
is impacted by a cascade of wider planning policy,
embracing not only the Borough of Calderdale but
also the Regional Spatial Strategy for Yorkshire and the
Humber (the RSS) and straddling both Forerunner Leeds
and Manchester City Region’s.

2.1 Yorkshire & Humber Plan
The Yorkshire & Humber Plan states that regional cities
The Yorkshire and Humber Plan guides development
and sub-regional cities and towns should be the prime
over the next 15 to 20 years. It influences and is
focus for housing, employment, shopping, leisure,
influenced by the economy, housing, transport, the
education, health and cultural activities and facilities in
built and natural environment. The Plan helps to define
the region. The key spatial priority for the core regional
the future roles of places; how places work together
cities will be to manage and spread the benefits of
and, ultimately, about the effect places have on the
quality of life that people living in, working in or visiting growth, with targeted investment in housing, transport
and social and environmental infrastructure.
that area experience. As such it provides a broad and
long term development strategy for the Region, now
informing formulation of the Integrated Spatial Strategy,
ensuring an integrated approach to development across
all sectors in the region.
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2.2 Leeds City Region
The Leeds City Region partnership comprises 11 local
authorities, including Calderdale, which aim to deliver
a dynamic, prosperous and green city region,
supporting innovation and enterprise, competing on
a European stage. A key driver for the city-region is to
improve economic performance, sharing the Vision to:

•

Develop an internationally recognised city
region;

•

Spread prosperity across the whole of the city
region; and

•

Promote a better quality of life for all those who
live and work here.

2.3 The Replacement Calderdale Unitary
Development Plan (RCUDP)
The broader planning context is established in the
RCUDP, which is the primary existing planning
framework. However as with most local authorities
across the country, Calderdale finds itself in the
transition period between the RCUDP and a gradual
superseding of policies through adoption of the
emerging Local Development Framework (LDF). This
Vision is therefore complementary to both existing
and emerging documents. The Hebden Bridge Vision
takes account and elaborates on the following RCUDP
policies;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GE1: Meeting the economic needs of the district
GBE1: The Contribution of Design to the Quality
of the Built Environment
GP1:    Encouraging Sustainable Development
GP2:    Location of Development
GP4:    Promotion of Urban and Rural
Regeneration and Renaissance
GS2:    Town Centre
GT1:     Provision of a Sustainable, Safe and
Efficient Transport System
GT4:     Hierarchy of Consideration
H2:       Primary Housing Area
E1:       Primary Employment Area
E3:       New Employment Site
E4:       Mixed Use
T13:     Cycle Corridor
T19:     Bicycle Parking Guidance
NE15:  Wildlife Corridor
T27:     Leeds-Bradford Airport Wind Turbine
Consultation Zone
BE5:    The Design and Layout of Highways and
Accesses
BE7:    CCTV and Area Lighting Schemes   
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2.4 Local Development Framework (LDF)
The starting point for all local authorities in developing
a Local Development Framework is to decide on and
formulate a long-term vision for the future. It is this
stage that Calderdale finds itself after a period of
consultation on Issues and Options, the output of
which is termed the Core Strategy. The Core Strategy
represents the cornerstone of the LDF providing a
long-term development strategy for the Borough. The
Core Strategy will also reflect the policies and objectives
from other strategic documents such as the Community
and Housing Strategy, the Local Transport Plan and the
Regional Spatial Strategy. It will set the overall vision,
objectives and spatial strategy for Calderdale to 2026
and is earmarked for adoption in 2011.

2.5 Calderdale Sustainable Community
Strategy (CSCS)
Calderdale Forward, the District’s Local Strategic
Partnership published the latest iteration of the
CSCS, ‘Working Together for a Place Where,
Everyone Different, Everyone Matters’ in January
2010. The Strategy provides an integrated vision and
identifies links for delivery between the LSP and
LAA partnerships, emphasising the linkage between
the economy and factors such as environmental
regeneration, housing, health, culture, citizenship and
community safety as integral to Calderdale’s sustainable
development.
Identifying the District priorities the latest SCS reflects
the wider national, regional and sub-regional priorities
for sustainable and inclusive communities, in terms
of prosperity, health and well-being. The key themes
to be addressed corresponding with the Local Area
Agreement are;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economy and Enterprise;
Environment;
Healthier Communities;
Safer and Stronger Communities;
Older People;
Children and Young People;
Narrowing the Gap.

The shared vision of the SCS, identifies the main issues
affecting the District through a number of strategic
documents including Joint Strategic Needs Assessment,
Housing Assessment and emerging Local Economic
Assessment, to deliver an economically prosperous
district, within which healthy business is fostered,
providing excellence in learning, strong communities
and culture in which all wish to live and work. The
Vision is for, ‘Calderdale to be an attractive place where
people are prosperous, healthy and safe, supported by
excellent services and a place where we value everyone
being different and through our actions demonstrate
that everyone matters’
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2.6 Core Strategy
The Community Strategy has informed the Core
Strategy Issues and Options documents, which
following a period of consultation is currently at the
Draft Preferred Options Stage. The Core Strategy will
provide the vision for the preferred spatial approach
to strategic development of Calderdale, the core strands
focusing upon;

•

Safeguarding Calderdale’s future and fostering
economic prosperity for all;

•

Improve the quality of our environment and
promote respect for Calderdale’s heritage;

•

Prosper as a place where people can feel safe
and are encouraged to get involved in shaping
their future;

•

Reduce the amount of preventable ill-health
across the population as a whole;

•

Ensure that people stay in control of their lives
and play a full and active role in society;

•

Flourish as a place where every child and young
person thrives, is safe and happy;

•

Work to ensure that the differences in health,
quality of life and economic prosperity between
different communities within Calderdale reduce.
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3.0 Challenges and Opportunities facing the Town
Hebden Bridge has developed over the last 30 years
as a distinctive and desirable place to live as a result
of the community spirit of the town, influx and vision
of the alternative residents’ lifestyles and development
of festivals and independent shops. However there are
issues that need to be addressed including;
•

A poor range of employment opportunities;

•

A lack of affordable housing compared to the
West Yorkshire average;

•

A lack of health care facilities;

•

A lack of youth amenities and associated social
issues;

•

A failure to reconcile the economic need for
tourism and mitigate the less desirable impacts
of this growth in terms of infrastructure;

•

A failure to acknowledge the need for housing
growth to accommodate a burgeoning resident
population and to engage positively to address
the problem;

•

The Town Hall has the real opportunity to
re-create the original balance between civic and
local merchant power, becoming a focus for
civic life;

•

•

•

Hebden Bridge needs to builds on its assets and address the weaknesses so
that the entire community is catered for in a sustainable way. In dealing with
the post-industrial decline, insufficient attention has been accorded to social
and environmental factors so important for long-term sustainability.
In order to achieve the Vision we have established a framework of key
themes and objectives. Within which a weft of actions outlines how these
social, economic and environmental aims can be achieved and bound
together.

The following proposals concern Hebden Bridge and adjacent settlements
as a whole and are grouped under six headings, Environment, Economic,
The town markets have the opportunity to
Social and Community, Transport and Accessibility, Tourism and Housing.
trade in locally produced foods re-invigorating
The tables are divided into four columns, the first ‘Actions’, the second
links with the local rural hinterland;
provides the justification for the proposal, the third identifies important local
delivery partners through the LSP and LAA framework and the fourth refers
Transport infrastructure choking the Valley
floor can lead the way in shifting emphasis back to the established local policies to which actions are complementary.
to sustainable modes of transit;
The third column also indicates as to whether the action proposed are
envisaged as achievable within the short-term (0-2 years), medium term
The intermittent threats from the River can
(2-6 years), or long-term (7-25 years).
be turned into opportunities for sustainable
forms of renewable energy.
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Key Themes
and Vision Objectives
‘Hebden Bridge to be recognised as the
greenest community in the UK, a national
exemplar in sustainable living’
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•

The majority of the town’s energy comes
from within a sustainable Valley network,
incorporating a number of
renewable energy sources including
wind, solar, anaerobic digesters and
Combined Heat and Power (CHP);

•

Land around the town is protected and
utilised for growing biofuels and
producing local food, in vertical farms,
terraced allotments and aquapools,
revitalising local producer and consumer
networks;

•

The use of renewables and communityled groups to drive the social, economic
and environmental resilience of the
town and communities;

•

There is significant investment in
renewable energy technologies, training
and education, waste recycling and
bartering exchange local economy

3.1 Environmental Futures
Hebden Bridge to be recognised as the ‘Greenest’
Community within the UK, widely regarded as the
national role model for ‘Green’ performance initiatives
through community-led action.
The Industrial Revolution in the town was underpinned
by mechanised textile production, harnessing natural
energy sources, specifically through the river sources.
The town will increasingly be subject to the future
energy stresses of depleting fossil fuels and will need
to become less dependent upon external energy
supplies. There is a clear need to move from the current
model of fossil fuel dependency and the inherent risks
to supply and for a revolution in sustainable, renewable
energy sources. The town can harness the energy
sources upon which previous prosperity relied, through
establishing a series of hub and spoke alternative
energy initiatives and valley-wide initiatives.
We envisage the town to have built upon its existing
assets and combined the thinking of the disparate
sustainability groups in the town and Upper Calder
Valley, to become a distinctive and resilient green
community, upon which future economic resilience
is based.

The natural setting brings problems that need to be
turned into opportunities, harnessing the sources
inherent in the sun, wind and the rivers. Waste
and coppicing should be utilising optimally for use
in biomass boilers and Combined Heat and Power
supplies. A strategic approach to flood alleviation and
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) will need
to feature in future action plans.
In recent years local farmers markets have grown to
encourage the trade of local based products following
the collapse of rural industry in the town’s hinterland.
The Transition Town Movement, Incredible Edible and
Happy Valley Foods Initiative will work together to
produce a Valley food brand to reduce food miles and
contribute to achieving a self-reliant future, harnessing
the network between local producers and consumers.

However a strategic approach to direct future
development is fundamental, as Greenbelt areas
become subject to spatial options for future housing
development and individual domestic wind turbines
in an ad hoc form. A number of land use pressures
are laying claim to a finite resource, therefore retrofitting existing dwellings and harnessing energy that
falls on and flows through the town, is key to future
development.
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Environmental Futures - What are things we need to do?
Actions
Eco-Town / Transition
Town low carbon
economy

Greenest community
in the UK

Renewable energy
sources to provide
local end users, such
as whole town and /
or community facilities
such as civic building
and schools

Wind Turbine Strategy

Biomass boiler
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Reasons

Delivery Partners and TimesPolicy Context
cale
GP1, GP4, GT1, GE3,
Calderdale Council, Hebden
To encourage and develop construction of renewable
GWM1
Bridge Town Team, Transition
energy sources, sustainable construction to become the
Town Team and partners, Happy
norm and local food production to facilitate effective
Valley Foods, Incredible Edible,
localised sources and contribute towards greater self
Environment Agency, Regional
reliance for Hebden Bridge. The town to be recognised
as the greenest community in the UK, through a process of Agency, Utility Suppliers, NFU,
DEFRA, public, private and
creating a future that addresses the twin challenges of
Voluntary sector partners,
diminishing oil and gas supplies and climate change, and
Alternative Technology Centre. (L)
creates the kind of community that all want to participate
in. Work is already underway between the disparate
sustainability groups in the town and visioning a greener
future for the town to become a reality by the 525th
anniversary is outlined in the strategy.
GP1, GP4, GT1, GE3,
To promote the sustainable aspects of the town to become Calderdale Council, Hebden
GWM1
recognised as the greenest community in the UK by 525th Bridge Town Team, Transition
Town Team and partners,
anniversary in 2035. Promote the combined skills of the
Environment Agency, Regional
sustainable groups in the town to draw up an ‘Energy
Agency, Utility Suppliers, NFU,
Descent Plan’ adapting to greater resilience in terms of
public, private and voluntary
depleting fossil fuel energy sources and more localised
sector partners. (L)
trade of goods and services.
GP1, GCF5, EP20,
Calderdale Council, Hebden
Through the alternative technology group and
EP21, EP22, EP23,
development of a renewable innovation centre at Stubbing Bridge Town Team, Transition
EP25, EP26, EP27,
Town Team and partners,
Holme Works, provision of apprenticeships and training
EP28, EP31, EP33
Environment Agency, Regional
centre for promotion and development of renewable
Agency, Utility Suppliers, NFU,
energy sources. These can include exploiting the potential
within the Rivers Calder and Hebden eg. Settle Archimedes DEFRA, British Waterways, public,
private and voluntary sector
screw and aquapools / balancing pools; retrofitting slatepartners. (M, L)
effect photo-voltaic roof panels to south-facing dwellings
through grant assisted schemes.
EP30, EP33
Calderdale Council, Hebden
Promote the strategic use of wind turbines on the moor
Bridge Town Team, Transition
tops contributing to the settlements energy requirements.
Town Team and partners,
The installation of ad hoc domestic turbines will be
Environment Agency, Regional
discouraged and an holistic approach to positioning and
Agency, Utility Suppliers, NFU,
establishing a source of power through this means will be
public, private and voluntary
undertaken.
sector partners. (L)
EP26, EP27, EP33,
Calderdale Council, Hebden
To support the construction of a biomass boiler for the
WM8, WM9
Bridge Town Team, Transition
Upper Calder Valley. The boiler would be an integral part
Town Team and partners,
of the energy source and waste management strategy, as
household kitchen bio-matter would be utilised for energy Environment Agency, Regional
Agency, Utility Suppliers, public
and fertilizer.
and private sector partners. (L)

Actions

Reasons

Alternative Technology
Centre and Innovation
Centre

To promote the creation of a local agency to advise and
assist with the conversion of existing buildings, domestic
and commercial to become low carbon / carbon neutral
returning energy to the grid using natural energy sources.

Innovation Centre and
workspaces - Stubbing
Holmes Road Works

As part of mixed-use development at Stubbings Holme
Road Works, innovation centre, workshops, employment
and residential spaces to be exemplar energy efficient
buildings.

Flood alleviation and
SUDS

To audit and implement the installation of balancing ponds
as part of comprehensive flood alleviation and Sustainable
Urban Drainage System on potential sites to western and
eastern gateways to town. Following floods of 2000,
Hebden Bridge located within Flood Zone 3a and assessed
prone to flooding probability greater than 1.3% (1 in 75)
as per PPS25. The floods of 2000 illustrate the fragile
relationship as the town is located at the confluence of the
two rivers. A series of strategic flood alleviation measures
will be instigated including comprehensive Sustainable
Urban Drainage System (SUDS) throughout the town
and a series of balancing / aquaponds. SUDS to include
green roofs, green urban public spaces and increased tree
planting in the urban core / pedestrianised area.

Happy Valley Foods /
Incredible Edible – local
food production

A strategic approach to balancing ponds located either as
part of the watersports centre at Burnley Road / Mayroyd
Lane, at the eastern side of town, or at Mytholm Works, to
the western edges of town.
Compost town ‘areas after planning’, domestic lawns
removed for growing on available urban spaces. To
introduce ‘Edible Hebden Bridge,’ (also known as, Happy
Valley Foods). – This aims to give the community the
ability to grow its own produce and reap the benefits as a
community, through consumption and trade in local shops
and permanent marketplace.

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council, Hebden
Bridge Town Team, Transition
Town Team and partners,
Environment Agency, Regional
Agency, Utility Suppliers, public
and private sector partners. (M, L)
Calderdale Council, Hebden
Bridge Town Team, Transition
Town Team and partners,
Environment Agency, Regional
Agency, Utility Suppliers, public
and private sector partners. (M, L)
Calderdale Council, Hebden
Bridge Town Team, Environment
Agency, Regional Agency, public
and private sector engineering
partners. (M,L)

Calderdale Council, Hebden
Bridge Town Team, Transition
Town Team and partners, Happy
Valley Foods, Incredible Edible,
Environment Agency, Regional
Agency, Utility Suppliers, NFU,
DEFRA, public, private and
Voluntary sector partners,
Alternative Technology Centre.
(S,M)
Calderdale Council, Hebden
Local Food Production – Linked to both Economic and Social Futures, to promote
Bridge Town Team, Transition
domestic allotments and the Happy Valley Foods and Incredible Edible initiatives as
Town Team and partners,
modes of localised food production. Domestic allotments
terraced allotments on
in gardens, green urban space utilised for food production Alternative Technology Centre
valley sides
Groups, Environment Agency,
to actively promote the town working towards selfreliance for particular foodstuffs. Terraced allotment spaces Regional Agency, NFU, resident
groups. (S,M)
allocated on the valley sides for local food production,
encouraging education and participation of all residents
and food tourism.

Policy Context
GP1, GCF5, EP20,
EP21, EP22, EP23,
EP25, EP26, EP27,
EP28, EP31, EP33

BE5, BE6, BE19, E4,
GP1, GCF5, EP9, EP20,
EP21, EP22, EP23,
EP25, EP26, EP27,
EP28, EP31, EP33,
NE14,
GCF1, GNE2, GEP2,
NE15, EP20, EP21,
EP22

GP1, GP4, GS1,
GWM1, OS6, OS7,
NE6, E15

GP1, GP4, GS1,
GWM1, OS6, OS7,
NE6, E15
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Environmental Futures - What are things we need to do?
Actions

Reasons

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council, Department
Food education officer
Food education to become an integral part of the local
for Children, Schools and
curriculum and allotment spaces compulsory within
schools. Local food officer at the innovation centre to audit Education, Hebden Bridge Town
Team, Transition Town Team and
potential and monitor progress to greater levels of selfpartners, Alternative Technology
reliance for certain foodstuffs.
Centre Groups. (S)
Local government, Regional
Preserve and protect the Promote the biodiversity of the Upper Calder Valley
through UCV biodiversity warden / officer and through the agency, Natural England, Wildlife
biodiversity of Hebden
watersport / outdoor / biodiversity centre at Mayroyd Lane Trust, Town Team, voluntary
Bridge
sector. (S,M)
establish a series of eco-tourist leisure programmes and
activities.
Calderdale Council, Hebden
To protect the rural
Enhance the links with the rural hinterland and local
Bridge Town Team, Transition
economy
producers, so increased local food production and the
Town Team and partners, Happy
farmer’s markets upon which the local economy and
distinctiveness will be increasingly dependent, through the Valley Foods, Incredible Edible,
Environment Agency, Regional
permanent marketplace building at the existing Market
Agency, Utility Suppliers, NFU,
Ground car park / Valley Road and Hangingroyd Lane and
DEFRA, public, private and
a series of outlet shops through town.
Voluntary sector partners,
Alternative Technology Centre.
(S,M)
Local Agenda 21, Local
Completing the cycle, promotion of disposal services
Recycling of
government and private sector.
for organic waste for recycling to meet aspirations of
commercial and
(S)
becoming ‘greenest’ community in the UK.
domestic food waste

Policy Context
GCF3, GCF4, GCF5,
GP1, GP4, GS1,
GWM1, OS6, OS7,
NE6

GEP1, OS4, OS8, OS9,
NE16, NE17, NE18,
EP15, EP18, EP21

GP1, GP4, GE1, S1, S5

WM1, WM4, WM5,
WM7, WM8
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Key Themes
and Vision Objectives
‘Playing a role in the future regional and
national economy through diversity. The
town promotes distinctiveness and resilience
through green alternative technology,
IT supervalley exchange highway and unique
hospitality’
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•

Improve the town’s physical and virtual
connectivity to the outside world,
through promotion of an IT supervalley
highway and multimedia hub services;

•

Promote the bespoke hospitality industry
as a UK unique experience, through
revitalised healthy leisure experiences
along the waterways and hinterland,
Valley accredited foodstuffs and
heritage, ensuring experience exceeds
expectation and the town becomes a
destination for ‘longer-stay’ visitors;

•

Deliver educational and training
programmes to enable the local
alternative technologies to underpin
economic resilience;

•

Community-led initiatives create the
conditions for further investment in new
strategic partnerships;

•

The town of ‘great little shops’ engenders
the UK’s first local community currency
and exchange networks, centred on
community goals and services.

3.2 Economic Futures
Hebden Bridge remains the principal market town
destination across West Yorkshire, the independent
and organic, fair-trade retail draw of the ‘little shops’,
popular farmer’s market on Lees Yard and locally
produced foods through the Happy Valley Collective.
At a total 17,500sqm retail floorspace (Calderdale AMR,
2009), the small footprint of retail spaces prevents
larger national retailers occupying units, the identity
of the town’s retail offer being quality independent
retailers and artisans. The identity of the town is
partially built upon this image and larger comparison
retailers face significant constraints with proposals
for the town, finding opportunities in neighbouring
location such as Todmorden. Hebden Bridge is
designated as a local district centre in Calderdale’s
hierarchy of centres.
The economic profile of the town identifies key trends
important to future strategy, namely a disproportionate
representation of residents employed within the
top three occupational groups such as professional,
managerial and creative industries. A higher than
average proportion of residents work from home,
suggesting the need to embrace live/work unit/studios
and wi-fi / broadband connections to facilitate this
lifestyle. It is anticipated that greater pressure will be
exerted upon this capacity, with a burgeoning creative
workforce moving to the area, with the opening of
MediaCity in Manchester.

beyond the local authority. However there is concern
regarding the lack of employment opportunities for
lower skilled young people in the town. Principal
employment opportunities remain outside the town
and to some extent the local authority, notable by the
lower than average proportion of 20 – 29 year olds in
the town.
Action needs to be taken to address the lack of
higher paid skilled work through business sector
support. The need for a hospitality industry in the
town and embracing new technologies, in the form
of apprenticeships and up-skilling for younger workers
provides opportunities across the spectrum. The lack
of leisure and social amenities for these groups has
resulted in mis-directed energies finding expression
in socially and self-destructive behaviour ie. vandalism,
drink and drug abuse, loitering and nuisance.

The area is located at the heart of the two City Regions
and has good strategic access to major economic and
employment locations, illustrated by the higher than
average proportion of out-commuters from the town
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Economic Futures - What are things we need to do?
Yorkshire Forward Renaissance Town programme has
been key in helping Hebden Bridge achieve
its full
economic profile, through the encouragement of local
businesses within the town centre. Hebden Bridge was
allocated as Rural Service Centre through Policy T9 of
the Calderdale UDP, meaning that it should thrive to
provide retailing, leisure, financial and public services
for those in the local community and catchment

area of the town. The town itself is renowned for its
independent retail base, with tourism playing a major
part in economic profile. Its national reputation as an
artistic and creative community has made tourism a
key economic driver, business skills and regeneration
practices play a major part in strengthening Hebden
Bridge’s economy.

Actions

Reasons

Partnership working
between public and
private sector to
enhance local economy

Ensure that vacant shop units on Market Street are given
a new lease of life and brought back into use, vacant units
utilised for temporary uses such as exhibition, meeting and
swap shop spaces, in the absence of permanent occupiers.
Market Street plays a significant part in the local economy
and hosts a number of the town’s ‘great little shops’. The
diversity of uses and occupation is to be promoted and
ensure units occupied at all times. Discounted leases for
community uses should be promoted in the absence of
permanent occupiers.
To encourage local skills. – To keep local manufacturing
skills base alive and relevant to the new economy. This can
be done through education, encouraging apprentices, local
schools and community groups.

Suitable facilities
and courses for the
teaching of specialist
semi-professional and
practical skills
Rural trade and craft
industries

Hospitality industry

Festival Calendar
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To encourage local skills, crafts and traditions. This will
be encouraged in order to promote local assets and skills,
and encourage local people to be productive whilst also
boosting local distinctiveness through tourism. Initiatives
through Gibson Mill, the expanded Alternative Technology
Centre at the Stubbing Holme mixed-use development
include practical skills such as straw bale building and
heritage conservation crafts.
To boost local tourism over the weekends. – To encourage
more people to visit for weekend breaks, staying in
bespoke and boutique hotels for more than one night and
spending money in the locality, on the back of specialist
weddings / conferences / outdoor weekends. Promote a
series of unique hospitality experiences linked to skills /
outdoor weekends.
Marketing existing festivals and events. Hebden Bridge
already has a unique and exciting calendar of events.
These could be marketed more effectively to encourage
more people to visit at these times. Promotion of
internationally recognised events such as outdoor film
festival at Calder Holme Park and local food festivals.

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council, Chamber
of Commerce, public, private
and voluntary sector partners,
business community (S)

Policy Context

Private sector and local
government, Dept. Business,
Innovation and Skills, Calderdale
College, Town Team (S)

GE1

Public and private sector,
Alternative Technology Centre,
Calderdale College, Dept
Business, Innovation and
Skills, business and voluntary
community (S)

GE1

GP4, GS1, GE1, S14

Calderdale Council, public, private GE1, E10, E11
and voluntary sector partners,
business community (S)

Calderdale Council, public, private GE1, E10, E11
and voluntary sector partners,
business community (S)

Actions

Reasons

Delivery Partners and TimesPolicy Context
cale
Calderdale Council, public, private GE1, E10, E11, BE6,
Waterfront hub
The waterfront is currently under-utilised as an existing
BE8, EP15
and voluntary sector partners,
lifestyle, leisure and economic asset. The current tourist
information centre needs to be re-positioned on New Road business community (S)
at the entrance to the town and an area of mixed cultural
uses promoted around the canal inlets and buildings. A
civic space for socialising, leisure and v for uses both during
the day and night will enhance the space.
Calderdale Council, public, private GE1, E10, E11, BE6,
Dry dock civic space
Create a dry dock civic space. – This would encourage
BE8, EP15
and voluntary sector partners,
community interaction by providing public space and
business community (S)
promote tourism and a diversity of uses.
GE1, GCF5
Local government, Chamber of
Business skills study
To audit the current businesses in the town and to
Commerce, local businesses Dept
investigate the types of businesses wishing to emerge in
Business, Innovation and Skills,
the town, skills base required and likelihood of using the
Regional Agency (S,M,L)
town as a base. Include as Local Economic Assessment.
Local government, Dept Business, GE1, GCF5
Skills and training audit Research, plan and implement training at skilled level for
Innovation and Skills, Calderdale
local workforce through new further education centre
College, Town Team (S,M)
at Stubbings Holme Wharf, to equip workforce for new
knowledge-based economy.
GE1, GCF5
Private sector and local
Creation of a post for an economic and quality service
Hebden Bridge
government, Dept Business,
manager to ensure skills, infrastructure and investment in
Economic, Quality and
Innovation and Skills, Calderdale
the local area are being addressed and areas of weakness
Skills Manager
College, Town Team (S)
rectified to encourage inward investment.
GE1, GCF5
Provision of employment To support and promote the provision of higher paid skilled Private sector and local
government, Dept Business,
opportunities
jobs in the community through alternative technologies
Innovation and Skills, Calderdale
in new innovation centres and skilled trades. Promote
College (S,M)
education programmes and courses for teaching of
specialist skills and trades, both high-spec and manual.
GE1, GCF5
To support and promote the provision of skilled workforce Private sector and local
Provision of skilled
through access to a new innovation centre promoting skills government Dept Business,
labour training and
Innovation and Skills, Calderdale
within renewable energy technologies and construction.
apprenticeships with
College, Connexions (S,M)
Envisage this taking the form of ‘hub and spoke’ projects
prospects for younger
and locations throughout the town.
local residents
GE1, GCF5
Private sector and local
Provision of employment To research and establish a bespoke hospitality sector in
Hebden Bridge. These are envisaged to include eco-cabins government Private sector
opportunities within
hospitality providers, Regional
/ pods; bespoke themed canal boats; high-end boutique
an emerging, bespoke
Agency (S,M)
over-night offers linked directly to the town as a wedding
hospitality sector
and conference destination; lodges for outdoor weekends
to include bespoke walking and cycling tours. Envisage
this taking the form of a series of projects and locations
throughout the town.
GE1, GCF1
To support high-speed broadband, wi-fi access promoting Calder Connect Co-Operative
Promote the ‘Flying
(3-C) as broadband and telecoms
home-working, live-work units for the creative industries
Shuttle Valley’, multiprovider, Local government,
and innovation workers. Hebden Bridge already boasts
media infrastructure
Regional Agency, utility providers.
a high proportion of self-employed and professional
workers, this is to be encouraged as underpinning the new (S,M)
economy.
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Economic Futures - What are things we need to do?
Actions

Reasons

Creation of a multipurpose, multi-media
centre in the town.
Potential use for Town
Hall or corner underused land in adjacent
space.
Green innovation Centre
at Stubbing Holme Road
and Robertshaw Road
mixed-use development

To promote flexible work spaces for the creative industries,
together with exhibition, performance and digital theatre
capacity.

Night-time economy

To promote a broader base of night-time offer, including
restaurants, younger person bars and community spaces

Local produce markets

To promote green knowledge and skills, utilised for best
practice training, education and conference space. Mixed
use development with bespoke live / work and residential
units associated public realm.

To re-position the farmers market as a permanent fixture
with associate shop unit outlets, promoting the sale of
the Happy Valley Brand products from the local area. The
proposed permanent market would be located on the
market ground car park site at Haringroyd Lane and Valley
Road, linked to the pedestrian area of town through St
Georges Street. Proposals for the market to move to Lees
Yard would be sufficient for temporary uses, however a
permanent building is envisaged on our proposed site,
linked through town on a route of quality public realm.
Local produce
To promote the use and sale of locally grown produce,
restaurants and outlets
especially organically grown. A series of specialist outlets
and restaurants are envisaged around the town. This
would include the permanent market building and small
supermarket franchises (see below).
New Permanent market- To promote the trading of local produce and create a
place within Valley Road landmark destination point, high architectural design
marketplace to provide permanent home for mix of uses
/ Haringroyd Lane
including market stalls, small retail units and eateries, to
encourage food tourism. This landmark building would
provide a permanent home to the disparate market
locations currently used and proposed. The proposed Lees
Yard is too small a location for our purposes.
Promote and support
Maintaining the town as ‘great for little shops’ through
specialist market sectors flexible lease agreements and ensuring retailing
opportunities at reasonable costs encouraging diverse local
economy, particularly from agriculture, creative digital and
craft sectors.
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Delivery Partners and TimesPolicy Context
cale
GE1, GCF1
Private sector agencies, Town
Hall Team, Calder Connect CoOperative (3-C), Dept Business,
Innovation and Skills, Regional
Agency, Calderdale Council. (S,M)

Alternative Technology Centre
Team, Transition Town Team,
Dept Business, Innovation
and Skills, Calderdale College,
relevant funding bodies, Regional
Agencies, Connexions. (S,M)
Local government, private and
public sector partners, Town
Team, Chamber of Commerce. (S)
Local government, Highways
Agency, Chamber of Commerce,
Happy Valley Foods, Incredible
Edible, regional funding bodies,
Town Team, DEFRA, NFU (S, M)

GP1, GE1, GCF5

Local government, DEFRA, NFU,
Chamber of Commerce, Happy
Valley Foods, Incredible Edible,
regional funding bodies, Town
Team (S, M)
Local government, regional
agencies and funding bodies,
Chamber of Commerce, Private
developers, Local businesses and
resident groups. (S,M)

GE1, S1

DEFRA, NFU, Local government,
funding bodies (S,M)

GE1, S1

GE1, GCF1, E4, E11,
S16, S17
GE1, S1

GE1, S1

Actions
New specialist
supermarket franchises

Reasons

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Local government, main
supermarket providers (S)

There is a need for greater provision of affordable
convenience goods in the town, as an everyday alternative
to the specialist goods for sale in the town. The nearest
supermarket in the next town of Todmorden is not
convenient for both the elderly and less affluent residents
in the town. Larger supermarket chains will be permitted
in smaller units with agreements to stock local produce as
well as own brands for customer choice and a number of
agreements struck with the local community in terms of
funding community events and facilities. These we propose
to locate on rationalised land along Victoria Road.
Local government, regional
Linked to Tourism, Social and Well-being actions.
Develop watersports,
agency, Sport England, Wildlife
outdoor and biodiversity Promoting Healthy Valley outdoor pursuits and the
Trust, funding bodies (M)
centre on River Calder at biodiversity of the local area, focusing activities along the
river and towpaths at a new centre along Mayroyd Lane.
Mayroyd Lane

Policy Context
GE1

GE1
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Key Themes
and Vision Objectives
‘Promoting strong, stable, resilient and healthy
communities’
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•

Creation of a town forum for all to share
skills and ideas at the Town Hall, reducing
the physical and social exclusion
experience by those in marginal
situations, such as those on low incomes,
unemployed and the elderly;

•

Utilise the natural environment to
promote ‘the healthy valley’ centred
on the new outdoor sports and
biodiversity centre on Mayroyd Lane
and in Calder Valley Park, creating jobs
and promoting healthy lifestyles;

•

Good investment in health facilities and
services;

•

Auditing what is there and what people
need and asking where are the gaps?

•

The future generation are skilled
and empowered through employment
opportunities in alternative technologies
and skilled crafts, education is reorientated around ecological and
practical values.

•

All new housing sets a standard in
affordable, energy efficiency and
community cohesion, through local
housing trusts and exemplar projects’

3.3 Social and Community
The overall aim of this vision endeavours to provide
better access, facilities and services for all residents
in Hebden Bridge, including affordable housing,
community facilities, access to health, essential services
and recreation open space and leisure. More specifically
it aims to ensure all residents of the town have access
to opportunity and a voice where their views are heard
and translated into action. This approach reflects the
Calderdale Sustainable Community Strategy, ‘Working
Together for a Place Where, Everybody Different,
Everybody Matters’, placing emphasis on healthier,
safer, stronger and inclusive communities supported
by excellent services and actions. These plans identify
the need to improve access and skills for jobs, services
and narrowing the gap between the disparate resident
groups.
The action points contained herein the vision aspire to
provide equality of opportunities and a good quality of
life for all regardless of circumstances. National policy
guidance, PPS1: Delivering Sustainable Development,
emphasises the importance of considering the specific
needs of a community and how development and
services will contribute to social improvements. This
filters through to regional and local policy recognising
the need to protect and enhance the town as a vibrant
community through access to services and facilities.
The town’s distinctiveness and high quality of life has
attracted in-migrants. This pressure and the town’s
location between two poles of employment centres, in
Leeds and Manchester, has created a buoyant housing
market and concerns of a ‘two town’ syndrome. Many
younger, low-skilled, lower-paid workers cannot access
the open housing market to rent, nor buy and the town
suffers from a dearth of affordable housing, compared
to the West Yorkshire average. The average house
price of those sold within the last twelve months at
£173,827 (Rightmove, May 2010), greater than the
national and local authority average, highlights the
acute affordability problem for those on lower incomes
as house price have grown in excess of earnings
growth, house price to average income ratios in HX7

currently at 10:1. The latest Strategic
Housing Market Assessment is currently
underway as part of the LDF evidence
base, though initial findings identify the
need to diversify the housing options
available in terms of tenure and type
and provide greater pathways of choice
for those on low incomes.
Calderdale is an authority of contrasts,
comprising some of the most
prosperous areas in West Yorkshire
(Index of Multiple Deprivation, 2007),
although inequality and pockets of
deprivation persist. In the rural areas
there is poor access to skilled jobs and
other services. Incidence of serious
crime in Calderdale is low, though like
many other market towns, Hebden
Bridge suffers incidents of anti-social
behaviour and nuisance. A recent rise
in the incidence of young persons
taking their lives and accidental deaths
has highlighted the need to provide
opportunities for younger residents in
terms of access to skilled jobs, services
and training. This is compounded by the
acknowledgement that those younger
residents, with access to education
and skilled jobs tend to leave the town
and higher paid workers are employed
outside the district.
The town is an attractive place to live
and indeed retire, as active elderly
persons form an increasing part of the
resident population. In line with an
ageing population across the UK and
the region, the town is faced with the
need to provide services and facilities for
those both dependent and independent
elderly residents and with special needs.
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Housing - What are things we need to do?
Actions

Reasons

Choice and social
inclusion through
affordable exemplar
housing
Make sustainable
construction the
norm rather than the
exception

Through LDF / SHMA / SHLAA evidence base, audit and
address needs of disparate groups through provision of
exemplar, low impact affordable housing, type, needs, size
etc.
Promote UK-wide exemplar housing to Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 6 (Zero carbon), this to include
aspects such as green roof, on-site renewable energy
generation, waste recycling disposal and home grown
foodstuffs
All empty homes in Hebden Bridge to be brought back into
use as illustrative projects for sustainable living, including
home-grown food production.
To promote development of innovative housing for local
needs through local housing trusts with land allocated at
‘less than best’ levels on allocated underused sites.

Edible Terraces

Local resident Housing
Development Trust

Garden Street

To promote the site for UK exemplar high density, green,
mixed use development to include housing, retail, car
parking undercroft and hospitality sector.

Sustainable construction Establishment of construction apprenticeships and
programmes through innovation centre local residents.
training programmes
and apprenticeships
Self-build, bespoke high- Promotion of self-build, sweat-equity schemes and
design housing
exemplar high quality design dwellings accommodating
the influx of design-conscious creative professionals, space
for live work units within mixed-use employment and
residential spaces along the canal at Stubbing Holme Road
and Robertshaw Road.
House boat hub
Given the national and regional shortage of permanent
moorings, the promotion of Hebden Bridge as a hub for
permanent house boat moorings for those wishing to
maintain alternative lifestyle and for whom open market
housing may not be an option.
Promote the provision of private rented housing and
Private rented housing
intermediate shared ownership products in both new and
and intermediate
refurbished developments for local residents.
schemes
Second home ownership Second home ownership will be the focus of surcharging
cross subsidies
and increased council taxation, to both discourage
short-term vacant dwellings and cross subsidise local
development trust programmes.
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Delivery Partners and Timescale
Local government, public and
private sector partnerships,
Resident groups (S,M)

Policy Context

Local government, public and
private sector development
partnerships, Resident self build
groups and development trusts
(S,M)
Local government, public and
private sector partnerships,
Resident groups (S,M)
Local government, public and
private sector development
partnerships, Resident self build
groups and development trusts
(S,M)
Local government, public and
private sector development
partnerships, Resident self build
groups and development trusts
(S,M)
Private sector and local
government, HBF, Dept Business,
Innovation and Skills, Calderdale
College, Connexions (S,M)
Local government, public and
private sector development
partnerships, Resident self build
groups and development trusts
(S,M)

GP1, GP2, GH1, GH2,
H2, H4, H6, H10, H11,
H13, H15

Local government, British
Waterways, Highways Agency
and Utility providers. (S)

GP4, GH1, H3, H6,
H9, H13, OS9, T21,
EP15

Pennine Housing 2000,
Calderdale Council nominations,
Local development trust (S)
Calderdale Council (S)

GH1, H13

GP1, GP2, GH1, GH2,
H13, H15

GP1, GP2, GH1, GH2,
H4, H13, H15
GP1, GP2, GH1, GH2,
H2, H4, H5, H6, H7,
H8, H10, H11, H13,
H15
GP1, GP2, GH1, GH2,
H2, H4, H5, H6, H7,
H8, H10, H11, H13,
H15
GE1, GCF5

EP9, EP10, GP1, GP2,
GH1, GH2, H2, H4,
H5, H6, H7, H8, H10,
H11, H13, H15

GH1, GH2, H13

Actions
Home Zones

Lifetime Homes

Stubbing Holme Road
and Robertshaw Road
Works

Reasons

Delivery Partners and Timescale
To actively work with local residents to implement Manual Calderdale Council, Highways
for Streets objectives and create pedestrian-friendly 20mph Agency, CABE, Town Team, Local
resident groups (S)
home zone across the town.
CABE advisory, Building For Life Standards incorporated in Calderdale Council, Regional
Agency, Planning Inspectorate,
all new development proposals to include Lifetime Home
CABE, Town Team, private
standards.
development sector (S)
Calderdale Council, Regional
To re-allocate existing works and develop exemplar
Agency, private sector
canalside mixed-use, live / work and bespoke residential
development partners,
units with associated public realm and innovation centre
Environment Agency, Highways
with employment opportunities.
Agency. (M)

Policy Context
GT1, GT7

H15

GH1, GH2, GBE1,
GCF1, GNE1, GNE2,
E4, E7, E8, E18, H10,
H11, BE18, BE19, T21,
EP15, EP20, EP22,
EP25, EP27,
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Social and Community Well-Being - What are things we need to do?
Actions

Reasons

Town Hall community
and tourist focus

To promote the Town Hall as a civil partnership / marriage
centre; conference, workspace and educational hub. This
would provide an income for public owned facilities and
encourage local spending.
Sport and recreation –
To set up local children’s ‘sustainable sports day’. – This
Healthy lifestyle for all
aims to encourage the use of sustainable goods such as
the use of ‘green’ footballs, organic egg and spoon races,
Hessian sack races and other sustainable sports equipment.
This aims to educate and build towards sustainability at the
same time.
The natural landscape provides endless opportunities for
Develop Hebden
leisure activities. Marketing of local walking and cycling
Bridge’s portfolio of
routes with regional connections and importance –
recreational facilities –
Promotion of Pennine Way town and overnight facilities for
linked to the tourist offer and local community walkers and cycling festivals and guides for local resident
groups and tourists.
Promoting Healthy Valley outdoor pursuits and the
Develop watersports,
outdoor and biodiversity biodiversity of the local area, focusing activities along the
centre on River Calder at river and towpaths at a new centre.
Mayroyd Lane
Promotion and improvements to cycle and tow / foot
Opportunities for
paths along the canal and river, forming a healthy corridor
healthy lifestyles – Upper Calder Valley health through a series of interlinked leisure amenities. Encourage
local people and tourists to be active and more sustainable
corridor
in their travel and leisure choices.
Towpath maintenance
Voluntary sector initiatives funded by British Waterways to
maintain towpaths, clear of rubbish and dog mess. Fines
for dog owners across town.
Linked leisure spaces

Essential services

Drugs and alcohol
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Encourage more outdoor pursuits – to encourage outdoor
activities within the community. The Upper Calder Valley corridor will promote healthy leisure through walking,
cycling and water-based pursuits along the UPV corridor.
Hebden Bridge may host walking and cycling arteries and
water sports / camping hub.
Ensure that services such as medical, legal, financial
and social well-being are accessible to all residents. This
includes establishing a drop-in councillor / NHS services,
either in new premises or potentially within the Town Hall /
new PCT and medical centre to that on Haringroyd Lane.
Develop and provide an effective co-ordinated drug and
alcohol education / rehabilitation programme integral to
PCT.

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Town Team, Local government
and funding bodies. (S)

Policy Context

Local government, Town Team,
voluntary groups (S)

GCF3, OS1, OS3, OS4

Local government, Regional
Agencies, relevant leisure
agencies, Town Team, voluntary
groups (S)

OS1, OS4, GP4, GE1,
GOS1, GOS2, GEP1,
GEP2

Local government, Environment
Agency, Regional Agency, Sport
England, Wildlife Trust, funding
bodies (M)
Local government, Environment
Agency, Regional Agency, Sport
England, Wildlife Trust, funding
bodies (S,M)

CF10, GE1, GE2,
GOS1, GBE1, GNE2,
OS9, T13

Voluntary sector, Town Team,
British Waterways (S)

GEP1

Local government, Environment
Agency, Regional Agency, Sport
England, Wildlife Trust, funding
bodies (S,M)

GE1, GE2, GOS1,
GBE1, GNE2, OS9

Local government, NHS,
Calderdale PCT, third sector
voluntary service providers.
(S,M,L)

GCF3, CF7, CF8, CF9

Social services, West Yorkshire
Police, NHS Trust, Youth Forum,
voluntary sector and funding
bodies. (S)

CF9

GP4, GE1

GE1, GE2, GOS1,
GBE1, GNE2, OS9, T13

Actions
Population and demographic change

Narrow the gap

Hebden Bridge Town
Team

Residential Care and
health visitor provision

Medical services

Woodland burials

Enabling schemes for
child care and partnership working at home
and work
Fire, ambulance and
policing
Town Hall

Local groups and networks
Youth Forum

Safe access to Schools

Reasons

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Account for the changing demographic profile through evi- Local government, private sector
dence base such as Strategic Housing Market Assessments, partners (Ongoing)
part of LDF, to identify areas of emerging service need and
demands.
Local government, Local Strategic
Reduce the physical and social exclusion between groups
Partnerships, funding bodies
through process of targeted education and service proand private sector partners. (S,
grammes.
ongoing)
For the Town Team to be as inclusive as possible and repre- Town Team, parish council
sentative of the resident population. To become a proactive board and local government. (S,
ongoing)
voice for the sustainable growth and development of all
aspects of local community life.
The elderly population is comparatively under-represented NHS / PCT, Local government and
in the town. Promote focused programmes through which private sector provider partners.
(S)
elderly residents have sufficient accommodation and feel
able to remain in their own home if preferred.

Policy Context
CF7, GCF3

GCF3, CF7

n/a

CF7, CF9

Linked to essential services ensure all residents have access to medical services, including the need to provide NHS
dentist
To promote environmentally-friendly burial methods due
to site constraints. Promote the town as the first official
woodland burial site in the North of England.
Promote and actively support community-led schemes that
enable the provision of accessible child care and partnership working in the home and workplace.

NHS / PCT, Local government and CF9
private sector provider partners.
(S)
Local government, Woodland
CF6
Trust, Wildlife Trust. (S)

To ensure a continued presence of full-time police ambulance and fire services in the town for local and Upper
Calder Valley coverage
To actively promote the Town Hall as a focus for community-led programmes and a civic centre. These may include
drop-in services, workshop, training and exhibition spaces,
contribute to the economic growth of the town through
conference and marriage spaces, a focus for tourism linked
to the public spaces re-telling the history of the town.
To promote, support and encourage the growth of local
groups and networks.
To actively encourage and establish a youth forum to
ensure all voices are heard in the town as part of the Town
Team Group
Ensure parent resident concerns over traffic incursion at
the access to the town’s four schools is mitigated through
restricted transport access and pedestrian crossing installations.

Local government, West Yorkshire GCF1
police and fire services

NHS / PCT, Local government and CF8
private sector provider partners.
(S)

Local government, Town Hall
Team, funding bodies (S,M)

GE1, GE4

Community groups, festivals and
funding bodies. (S)
Town Hall Team, funding bodies
(S,M)

N/A

Calderdale Council, Highways
Agency. (S)

GT1, GT5, GT6

N/A
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Social and Community Well-Being - What are things we need to do?
Actions

Reasons

Open Air Cinema and
Annual Film Festival

To introduce an open air cinema in Calder Holmes Park
in the summer. – This would provide a good seasonal
community facility and discourage / displace anti-social
behaviour during the summer months.
To preserve, promote and encourage a wide variety of
leisure uses for all parts of the community, to be used as a
community focus and underpin the local economy during
summer months for festivals and open air events.
Redeveloping area around Bowling green and neglected
tennis courts / five-a-side tarmac pitches to remove blight
and enhance route to town centre from train station.
Provide new recreational area, basketball courts, skate park
and underage hang-out / café bar for teenagers. Linked to
public realm strategy to develop linked spaces throughout
and build a new 500th year bridge over the Calder.

Calder Holmes Park

New public realm
gateway and sports
facilities in Calder
Holmes Park, linking
Town to station
enhancing currently
neglected and poorly
maintained amenities
Calder Holmes Park
Warden

To assign a permanent warden to the post of monitoring
the Park, to ensure the amenity is being used by all and
dispel anti-social behaviour.
Station Road Allotments Promotion of local based food production through
and terraced allotments allotment and residential growing and trading. Terraced
allotments on valley sides to increase use and productivity
on valley sides above
of surrounding land for benefit of community.
town

Delivery Partners and TimesPolicy Context
cale
GOS1
Calderdale Council and Delivery
Partners, Regional Agencies,
British Film Institute, Police Service
and Town Team. (S)
Local government, Town Team,
GOS1, GOS2
Friends of Calder Holmes Park. (S)

Local government, Town Team,
Friends of Calder Holmes Park,
Regional agency, police service.
(S)

GOS1, GCF1

Local government, Town Team,
Friends of Calder Holmes Park (S)

GOS1

OS6, OS7
Town Team, Alternative
Technology Centre and residential
groups. (S)
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Key Themes
and Vision Objectives
‘Improving the physical connectivity of the
town through promotion of sustainable modes
of transport’
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•

There is good investment in integrated
public transport systems and car clubs;

•

The car is no longer king, substantial
traffic calming measures have given
priority to the pedestrian, with extensive
pedestrian and cycle zones and limits of
access for motorised vehicles through
town;

•

The number of rail services and carriages
through the value has doubled, the
regular network run on electro-magnetic
tracks;

•

Improved public transport services are
the main means of travel through the
valley, through trolley buses run on waste
and park and glide canal vaporettos;

•

The UK’s first park and glide system with
green roof exemplar car parking on the
town fringes.

3.4 Transport and Accessibility
The mantra, ‘the infrastructure cannot cope’ is a key
priority for the town. There is an acute awareness of the
need to mitigate the less desirable impacts of the success
of the town in terms of a desirable tourist destination
and reconcile difficulties with transport and access. This is
seen as another contributory factor compounding aspects
of social exclusion for those within the town.

Road Network
Hebden Bridge is fairly well served by the road network
with the A646 lying east and rest of the town serving
Halifax, Todmordon and Burnley. It is also close proximity
to the M62 (approx. 10 miles) with links to Bradford,
Leeds and Manchester. The town is also surrounding by
a network of rural roads which link to nearby towns and
villages in the surrounding Calder Valley

Trains
The train network serving Hebden Bridge lies on the
Caldervale line between Manchester Victoria and Leeds
railway stations. It also has frequent rail services to towns
and cities in Lancashire, Greater Manchester as well as
York and Todmordon, with another infrequent service to
Dewsbury.
The railway station at Hebden Bridge still retains a very
traditional image with the external decoration of the
station still incorporating the original Lancashire and
Yorkshire railway colours and with the original signage
and luggage trolleys still in use. Hebden Bridge railway
station is also the focus of the new ‘Hebden Bridge’ rural
bus initiative, which connects the station with the town
centre as well as many surrounding places.

Buses
Buses in Hebden Bridge are key to the connectivity of the
town to its surrounding rural population. There are 26 bus
services in total serving Hebden Bridge, most of which are
operated by First Group and operate to local towns and
villages. Regular connections include destinations such as
Halifax, Burnley and Rochdale. Local bus services funded
through the government rural bus challenge provide
better services to the rural communities of Hebden Bridge.
WTPTE operates a local bus called the ‘Hebden Bridger’
which serves the town as a central service and connects
the town to local villages.

Parking
There are currently 8 public car parks in Hebden Bridge, these combined
with on street parking provides a total of 400 car parking spaces within
the town. Parking provision is a heavily contested topic within the
town as there is a demand for greater provision however opposition to
development has occurred in many instances, especially apparent through
the proposal for Garden Street Car Park. This demand was also illustrated
through the work Yorkshire Forward did in the town. 35 spaces were lost
as a result as the kerbside review they undertook, of which 29 have been
replaced; however local people stressed the importance of additional
parking as the new traffic measures have ironically brought more tourists
to the town. This demand has also been apparent at the train station
where there is a desire for Network Rail/Calderdale MBC to extend the
existing car park to bring the train station into more use.
Some improvement work of car parking in the town has also been
undertaken and implemented including the review and reduction of car
parking charges for local residents of Hebden Bridge and the surrounding
villages, also resident protected parking spaces have been made
available for non-residents between the hours of 8am and 4pm. Other
improvements include signage for long/short stay car parks, cheap 20p
per hour on street solar parking meters, free 1 hour parking spaces in
town centre and refurbished car parks.

Pedestrian Access
Yorkshire Forward’s Renaissance Market Towns programme saw
the implementation of a pedestrianisation scheme creating greater
accessibility and access in areas adjacent to the river, restoring the
character of the central part of town into a pedestrian free zone.
Completed in 2007. The success of the scheme means footfall has
increased by 100% along the upgraded streets and by 25% in the town
as a whole.

Cycling
The Pennine Cycle Way allows for local people to connect with Hebden
Bridge. Northern Rail have been successful in their bid to become
a Bike-N-Ride train company, funded by Cycling England. This will deliver
new cycle stands, shelters, additional CCTV and station signage covering
the local catchment area.
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Transport and Accessibility - What are things we need to do?
Actions
Rationalise and increase
parking at both Station
Road car parks

Increase train services,
so they are at more
regular times and
provide Oyster-style
card through METRO
transport services

Ensure rural bus services
are kept in service in
the future and offer
subsidised form of travel
Create a new
commemorative
footbridge over the
river from train station
into town as part of the
improved railway station
– town centre public
realm scheme.
Cycle hub station

Park and Glide scheme –
utilised for both day and
weekend tourists
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Reasons

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council, Northern
Car parking, both lack thereof and on-street parking is a
significant issue in Hebden Bridge for residents and tourists Rail, landowners, Highways
alike. This Vision would propose to remove the car parking Departments and Agency, West
Yorkshire Police (M)
across the town removing all non-resident parking from
the centre, concentrating upon increased provision at both
Station Road car parks. We propose to do this through
double-decked undercroft parking at the station and
Station Road, in addition to extending provision through
the existing coal-yard along the railway. Both would be
green-roof car parks and the station car park would
comprise the new rationalised public realm route into the
town centre.
National Rail, Calderdale Council,
Understand talks with Northern Rail are ongoing with
METRO (M)
regards provision of more services to Hebden Bridge.
This is anticipated to become a greater issue once Media
City opens in Manchester and the town is envisaged
as a residential focus of choice for new residents. To
permit more sustainable modes of transport to and from
the town, allow for residents to use public transport
more freely for leisure and business uses. Upgrading of
Caldervale Line to include electrification as part of Strategic
Northern Rail Hub.
Government Rural Bus Challenge,
Hebden Bridge serves as the local centre for rural villages
and the surrounding population / hinterland. The town bus Calderdale Council, METRO (M)
services will become a feature of a more sustainable mode
of travel through an integrated travel plan.
Calderdale Council, Highways
Rationalise and enhance the public realm route into town
Agency, Regional Agency,
from the station, creating greater linkage. The 500th
funding partners, architectural
anniversary of Hebden Bridge would be celebrated by the
commissioning of an international footbridge competition, design consultants (M)
as the town grew originally from the epicentre of the
medieval bridge. Would create a safe environment for
pedestrians and cyclists as part of the integrated transport
system.
Sustrans, Northern Rail,
New cycle station based both at the station and new
outdoor centre on Mayroyd Lane, to encourage sustainable Calderdale Council (S)
modes of transport and commuting.
Calderdale and Hebden Bridge
To promote the town as a tourist and sustainable
Tourist Board, Calderdale Council,
destination within the region and Upper Calder Valley,
British Waterways (S)
the Vision proposes the first UK ‘Park and Glide’ scheme.
This would involve a series of linked moorings and water
taxi service along the Rochdale Canal and encourage
parking outside of the town for day and weekend tourists.
Potential car parking and glide sites may be on the Burnley
Road between Mytholmroyd and Hebden Bridge and
Todmorden, linked to the outdoor centre and provide a
new transport option for tourists coming into the town and
along the Upper Calder Valley.

Policy Context
GP1, GT1, GT2, GT5,
GT6, GT7, T16, GCF1

T1, GT1, GT2

GT1, GT2, T1

GT1, GT2, GT7, T13

GT1, GT2, GT7, T13

GT1, T1, GCF1

Actions

Reasons

Strategic car-sharing
scheme within town
and across Upper Calder
Valley

Promotion of sustainable modes of transport, reducing
levels of car ownership and acute demand on parking
spaces within the town. Designated points for schemes
both within town, at the train station and across the Upper
Calder Valley.
Make access easy and to encourage walking and the
pedestrainisation of the town. Linked to enhanced linked
public realm improvements from the station and through
to the town.
To ensure Hebden Bridge is accessible for all the population
and at subsidised rates, free passes for elderly.

Regenerate and
maintain pathways
and routes by Hebden
Bridge’s waterways
Ensure all public
transport is accessible
for disabled users e.g.
buses, dropped kerbs
Installation of lighting
with the train station –
town pedestrianisation
scheme
Strategic Review of off
street, on street and
resident parking

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council, Regional
Agency, Highways Agency,
Sustrans, funding bodies (M)

Policy Context

Calderdale Council, British Waterways, voluntary sector (S)

T13

Calderdale Council, METRO, First
(S)

T1, BE8

To allow for public use at all times of day, to reduce crime
and to create a safe environment

Calderdale Council, Highways
department, West Yorkshire
Police

GT6, GCF1, BE7

To establish the needs of the community and the demand
of parking for the town, removing visitor car parking
from the town to Station Road, central parking solely for
residential ownership.
To encourage more people to use public transport

Calderdale Council, Highways
department (S)

T1, GT1, GT4

Reduce fares on public
transport through
subsidised ‘Oyster’ card
scheme
Implement an integrated To encourage more people to use public transport
public transport system and influence behaviour to more sustainable modes of
transport through financial incentive schemes, efficiency
and regularity of service. Ease of use through integrated
payment methods.
Remove all motorised transport vehicles from the heart
Pedestrianisation of
of the shopping area of the town, giving primacy to the
the core of the town
pedestrian tourist / shopper. Shared surfaces have had
centre and reducing
mixed success in areas implemented ie, Oxford Circus
New Road to 20mph
regarded a success, though Ancoats in Manchester and
on New Road through
the built area of town – New Islington problems persist with pedestrian safety.
audit implementation of Implement 20mph speed restriction through town on
New Road and Market Street, with view to ultimately
small toll on New Road
implementing toll on road to discourage freight through
for cross subsidy of
town and reduce traffic congestion, use for cross subsidy
community projects
for community projects.

GT1, T1

T1
Calderdale Council, Regional
Agency, Local Transport Providers
(S)
Calderdale Council, Sustrans,
Regional Agency, Local Transport
Providers (S)

T1

Calderdale Council, Highways
department (S,M)

T1, GT1, GT2, GT3,
GT4, GT5, GT7, BE6
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Key Themes
and Vision Objectives
‘The town becomes a national leader in
ecotourism, setting precedents in leisure and
educational programmes for others to follow,
whilst preserving the heritage and economic
resilience of the town’
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•

Identify projects that will serve the
sustainable development of the town,
engaging local people and producers,
whilst underpinning the local economy;

•

Develop the hospitality and festival
offer within the town based on UK unique
experiences, engendering distinctiveness
and well-being;

•

Enable local people to deliver events
and programmes, fully participating in
the offer of the town, avoiding
enforcement of theme and resentment’

•

Connect the Upper Calder Valley
in a series of destinations and enhanced
connected public realm corridors linked
through canal and rail-based travel.

3.5 Tourism, Culture and Public Realm
‘Our success may also be our problem’.
Hebden Bridge has a unique character, particularly
its architectural heritage, valley-side setting at the
confluence of two rivers, community innovation, the
independent retail core and proximity to Pennine
walking country. Though the town benefits from
road and rail access to neighbouring centres such as
Halifax, Rochdale, Leeds and Manchester, the valley
setting provides a natural barrier and contributes to
maintaining a small resident population.

less desirable impact of large numbers of visitors and
vehicles in the town. A strategic approach is required
to maintain the economic base of tourism, though
harnessing this for longer periods, building on the
town’s assets and mitigating impacts.

The built environment is synonymous with the
distinctive character of the town, a character
exemplified by a number of listed buildings and
protected by designation of Conservation Area across
the built area. Development is strictly managed to
retain the character, however a Conservation Area
Appraisal remains conspicuously absent to guide future
development proposals. Opposition to development is
vehement, such as proposals for housing and enabling
car parking at Garden Street, however built elements
and scale, essential to the character of the town need
to be identified to ensure high quality new architecture
and accommodate future growth.
Hebden Bridge is set amongst some of the most
beautiful countryside in England, set on the Pennine
Way linking two National Parks, the Yorkshire Dales
and Peak District. One of the charms of the town is
the accessibility to the countryside, recognised through
designation as the first ‘Walkers are Welcome’ town
in 2007. The town is dependent upon day tourism,
though has failed to reconcile this dependence with the
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Tourism, Culture and Public Realm - What are things we need to do?
Actions

Reasons

Urban form and
character of the town

To maintain the architectural character and form of the
town, protecting its distinctiveness.

Conservation Area
Appraisal and Design
Guide SPD

To develop a town design statement to appraise, protect
and enhance the character and heritage of the town,
providing guidance to future development proposals to
ensure the highest quality architecture.
Linked to economic vision for the town. To promote the
New Permanent
trading of local produce and create a landmark destination
marketplace within
Valley Road / Haringroyd point, high architectural design marketplace to provide
permanent home for mix of uses including market stalls,
Lane
small retail units and eateries, to encourage food tourism.
Rationalising the ad hoc approach to market trading on
scattered sites across the town.
Town Hall potential uses.
Create a Tourism and
Community centre
with a mix of cultural,
educational and training
opportunities within the
community-led Town
Hall
Pedestrainisation has proven highly successful since 2007
Pedestrianisation of
heart of Hebden Bridge in the centre of Hebden Bridge, successful retail centres
of pedestrianised streets are highly numerous including
between Albert Street
York and Covent Garden. This strategy would promote
and Bridge Gate
the centre of the town as pedestrian friendly, enhance the
image as small shop retail friendly, reconcile the issue of
on-street parking and remove the danger of traffic from
the centre. Residents parking will be permitted elsewhere,
though visitors parking will be concentrated upon the two
Station Road car parks.
Public Realm Framework A series of interactive, interlinked pedestrian spaces
connecting the train station to the town centre,
commemorating the 500th anniversary of the town.
New footbridge over River Calder to Calder Holmes Park.
Taking the form of a series of interactive pedestrian routes,
through public art installations, sculpted verse routes into
town, aural installations and public art.
To relocate the current car parks at Bridge Gate and St
Bridge Gate and St
George’s Square to the enhanced provision at Station Road.
George’s Square Public
Undertake comprehensive re-visioning of these spaces as
Realm
attractive public realm, with Bridge Gate space exploiting
riverside position with terraced steps and seating areas.
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Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council / Hebden
Bridge Town Team Action Group
and private sector partners. (S,
Ongoing)
Calderdale Council planning
department, transport, housing
strategy and wider community.
Urban Design partners. (S)
Local government, regional
agencies and funding bodies,
Chamber of Commerce, Local
businesses and resident groups.
(S,M)

Policy Context

Town Hall Community Board,
Calderdale Council and private
partners. (S, Ongoing)

GE1, GCF3

Local government, Highways
Agency, Chamber of Commerce
(S)

GE1, BE6, BE8

Local government, Highways
Agency, Chamber of Commerce,
public, private and voluntary
sector (S,M)

BE10, GBE1, GT6,
GCF3, BE8

Local government, Highways
Agency, Chamber of Commerce,
public, private and voluntary
sector (S,M)

BE10, GBE1, GT6,
GCF3, BE8

GBE1, BE1, BE5

GBE1, BE1, BE5

GP4, GE1, GS1, E1,
GBE1,

Actions
Develop unique
hospitality experience,
such as eco-pods,
themed house boats
Open air festivals Calder
Holmes Park, including
food, international film,
literature, craft and
music

Reasons

The need to attract more visitors to stay for longer periods
than day-trippers. Bespoke eco-outdoor lodges, themed
house boats eg, ‘love boats’ to link to Hebden Bridge as a
marriage destination.
Festivals of an international nature on Calder Holmes
Park would promote the town as a destination and retain
visitors for longer periods. Local producers can take
advantage of themed festivals, give skilled locals and
crafts people to opportunity to show their work and bring
in fresh ideas from outside of the community. This has
become a major success in other market towns such as
Ludlow, Hay-on-Wye, Alnwick and Bakewell.
Canal boat travelling
Promote travelling theatre canal boat companies to
theatre
perform in Hebden Bridge at Butler’s Wharf, to coincide
with music and literature / food festivals on Calder Holmes
Park. Travelling theatre companies already travel to various
locations along the canal network and the Rochdale Canal
can be promoted as a regular stop in the calendar, with
canalside seating for the theatre would provide a good
community event.
Linked to the sites next to the Alternative Technology
Canal house boat
Centre, permanent Moorings and development of boat
permanent moorings,
canal boat building and building schemes promoted for local skilled opportunities
maintenance workshops, for young residents.
centred on Stubbing
Holme Road and
Robertshaw Road Works
mixed-use development
Temporary Urban Beach Promote a temporary sustainable urban beach. – This
would make attractive use of the waterfront and
– proposed at Calder
Holmes Park waterside / encourage tourism in the locality and has proven successful
in locations such as Bristol, Manchester and London.
Butler’s Wharf and / or
St George’s Square
The current offer in terms of a poorly maintained skate
Improved leisure
park, neglected football pitches and basketball courts has
facilities at Calder
become an eyesore and location for anti-social behaviour in
Holmes Park
Calder Holmes Park. As part of the enhanced public realm
strategy new improved facilities shall be developed with
the local community and maintained through park wardens
and voluntary groups.
Promote implementation of winter garden space for use
Proposed Winter
Gardens as integral part and access for all on the enhanced public realm route into
town. Proposed on the current site next to the current
of public realm route
bowling green, with improvements to this facility on Calder
into the town from
Holmes Park.
the station. Daytime
delightful space for all
residents and tourists.

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council, Yorkshire
Tourist Board, Regional Agency
(S)

Policy Context

Calderdale Council, Yorkshire
Tourist Board, Regional Agency,
local providers, British Film
Institute, West Yorkshire Police,
Highways Agency, Town Team,
Friends of Calder Holmes Park
and funding partners (S)

GE1

GE1

GE1
British Waterways, travelling
theatre company Mikron, funding
bodies, local voluntary groups (S)

British Waterways, Department of GE1, GCF1, EP15,
Innovation, Calderdale Council,
EP21

Calderdale Council, Highways
Agency, Town Team and West
Yorkshire Police, relevant funding
partners and voluntary sector (S)

OS2, OS4

Calderdale Council, Highways
Agency, Town Team and West
Yorkshire Police, relevant funding
partners and voluntary sector (S)

OS2, OS4

GE1, OS4, BE8
Calderdale Council, Highways
Agency, Town Team and West
Yorkshire Police, relevant funding
partners and voluntary sector (M)
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Tourism, Culture and Public Realm - What are things we need to do?
Actions

Reasons

Eco-tourism

Hebden Bridge as a centre for eco-friendly, alternative
technology courses, education and active holidays.

Relocate tourist office
and Hebden Bridge
Museum

Relocate the tourist office from Butler’s Wharf in order to
consolidate café uses in the square and make the office
more prominent upon entry. Relocate tourist office and
museum to Bridge Gate / New Lane entrance.

Delivery Partners and Timescale
Calderdale Council, Yorkshire
Tourist Board, Regional Agency,
local providers (S,M)
Calderdale Council, Yorkshire
Tourist Board, Regional Agency,
local business and Town Team
consultation (S)

Policy Context
GE1

GE1
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Source: adapted from UCVR, John Thompson and Partners, 2005
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Source: adapted from UCVR, John Thompson and Partners, 2005
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Criteria for Successful Sustainable Development
Our approach to the sustainable development of Hebden Bridge will need to result in a clear, ambitious and
realistic strategy for change outlined in clear stages to deliver;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A compelling evidence base upon which informed and robust actions can be undertaken in response
to identified issues;
A distinctive vision for the area’s development and change, which can command the support of a wide
range of stakeholders and the community;
A strategic framework for the future spatial development of the area, identifying the specific roles
of different places and the broad scale and type of housing and employment development to be located
in different places;
A pro-active strategy for allocating or re-allocating areas for development (including changes of use, for
instance from employment to housing) and for overcoming constraints to bring forward a pipeline supply
of high quality development opportunities and supporting physical and community infrastructure;
A set of guiding principles and programme of interventions aimed at improving the quality of place in the
area, strengthening the role of centres and key transport gateways, improving the quality of open spaces
and key landscape and environmental assets, achieving a change in the area’s image and identity;
A policy-on approach aimed at exception sites, raising the quality of new residential development, ensuring
new housing is of a high quality design, integrated with existing neighbourhoods and is of the right range,
size and type in the right locations;
A spatial strategy that is informed by the input of the community and for which there is widespread
community support;
A spatial approach that combines sustainable delivery of significant housing growth with
strengthening of the residential offer and housing markets in existing neighbourhoods, leading to
genuinely mixed communities;
A framework of actions and investment to ensure existing communities have the opportunities and skills
to benefit from new development and employment that it will create;
A set of measures and the right range of business space to stimulate and support entrepreneurship and
business growth, drawing on the indigenous economic strengths of the area and all its communities;
A clear, realistic and affordable implementation programme, that enables policy, action and investment
to be targeted, prioritised and co-ordinated across a range of different policy areas, agencies, funding
streams (including mainstream and special programmes) to mobilise the powers and resources to really
make a difference; and
A monitoring framework for assessing progress with implementation and changes on the ground, so that
we will know when we have been successful.
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‘Locality needs to be defined with detail rather than
abstraction. The bigger the scale the more reduced the
sensitivity and the easier it becomes to steamroller strategies
for the ‘greater good’ which prescribe the same solutions
to subtly different circumstances encouraging convergence
and homogeneity thereby missing the whole point... Attempts
should not be made to reduce local distinctiveness to an
essence. It is a compound thing and a messy one as well
as being dynamic hence its elusiveness’.
Clifford & King

We know that what matters in a building or town is not its
outward shape, its physical geometry alone, but the events
that happen there.
Christopher Alexander
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What will the town look like in the future?
Hebden Bridge has a protected historic centre and
exceptional heritage, new build is permitted, but only
of the highest design and environmental standards as
can be seen in the new permanent marketplace on
Valley Road. The town is set within beautiful landscape
combining nature and industry, as the majority of the
town’s food and energy is sourced within the valley
rural network. People continue to want to live and
visit here, the latest population was 8,000 and most
have taken advantage of the well-connected setting
occupying live/workshops and communal hubs on the
old industrial land on the valley floor.
The road network has been improved for the benefit
of pedestrians, with major funding from the city region
and northern mayor’s office in the form of the Valley
linked tram system and canal park and glide water
clipper routes. There are no longer cars going into the
town’s heart as the underground multi-storey, green
roof car parks on Station Road keep all the traffic
to a minimum through town.
All the cars are networked into car sharing schemes and
plugged in around town to their electric stations for use
through the community virtual noticeboard. The cycle
routes from the station into town and along the canal
are the most popular way of getting around.
River flood defences are built to the western and
eastern edges of town forming natural bookends to
the town, in the form of wide balancing pools and
several aquaculture ponds, harvesting fish and livestock
feed. New affordable housing and empty homes have
been built and brought back into use through the local
community development trust, along New Road, to the
south hillside of the station and the edge of Heptonstall.
Young families and lower paid workers provided access
through long-term leases and sweat equity schemes.
All have been built as Edible terraces providing exemplar
forms of energy efficient living, including CHP powered
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energy from the district unit, food in garden allotments
and accessible green roofs.
New carbon zero townhouses and some apartments
have been built on St Georges Square, Garden Street
within the new mixed use innovation complex at
Stubbings Holme Wharf. The new floating townhouses
along Mayroyd Lane have a traditional appearance, but
built to exacting environmental standards. The creative
hubs along the canalside are predominantly where the
young professionals live, work and play, based around
the drydock and Old Gate.
For the elderly health services and assisted living
hamlets have been developed along Victoria Road near
the marketplace.
The town plays host to tourists all year round, providing
bespoke leisure weekends on the cycle and rambling
routes and a popular location for civil partnerships and
weddings based at the new winter gardens quarter
in Calder Holmes Park. The highly specialised assisted
accommodation have become a favourite for those
executives wanting to get away for the weekend.
The town and landscape will be protected through
the Conservation Area Appraisal finally completed
in 2013, although the roofs have been fitted with
slate photovoltaics, the latest innovative technology
produced through the partnerships workshops in
Vauban, Singapore and Mytholm Works. This provides
skilled jobs for 100 local based and trained residents,
providing renewable energy sources. The district CHP
station is based to the western edge of town near the
old Mytholm Works.
The vertical farms and wind turbines based along
the moors of the Upper Calder Valley revitalise the
local producer networks and provide sources for the
permanent market and Valley food brand. Bartering

and exchange markets provide a new local currency for
the local community, encouraging recycling of goods
and services and jobs for some elderly.
Small local producers dominate local retail as the
community have taken possession of most of the units
since the Town Hall and the offer has been substantially
improved through the pedestrianisation between
Old Gate and Albert Street. The linked public spaces
from the station into town have become a big draw
for tourists and international artists, particularly the
footbridge over the river.
The town holds a range of international festivals in
the new winter gardens quarter and continues to
attract those interested in walking and nature for long
weekends, staying in the new Buttress Brink Hotel,
eco-pods towards Heptonstall and themed canal boats
at the moorings base.
The Calder Holmes Park remains a focus for the
community and young groups, with a team of junior
park wardens looking over the new double-decked
skate hang-out and basketball courts, the urban beach
and open-air cinema providing relaxation points in the
summer when the football season is over on the pitch.
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Diary of Leeloo, Hebden Bridge resident, 2035
My name is Leeloo and I live in Garden Street, I enjoy
it here and there are quite a lot of things for teenagers
to do, once we have got the voluntary work out of the
way after school. Some of us update the community
virtual board, others work on the terraced allotments
on the bridleway, some take the practical skills courses
at the innovation centre and others harvest the
communal herb areas around Calder Holmes Park.
I think I am one of the luckier ones I get to work in
the innovation centre with the renewable energy team,
sorting their e-mails until I’m older.
After that a few friends go down to the sports centre
on Mayroyd Lane, I am in the junior canoeing team
and we use the river and aquapools along New Road
for practice and competitions against the Todmorden
and Halifax teams. I sit on the town team council as
well representing the 11 – 15 year olds, they give us a
chance to get our opinion on things across, like the dog
mess on the cycle paths and that’s how we managed to
get the new double-deck hangout and courts in Calder
Holmes Park and the open air cinema for the summer.
I can’t wait to drive, we use the electric pool cars based
at Station Road, Dad says they banned cars from the
heart of town many years ago when they built the
underground car park. Not that you can see it from
anywhere because they extended the Park in a green
roof right over the top and so we’ve got a great picnic
area where the cars should be! At the moment we tend
to use the park and glide vaporettos on the canal,
or the cycle routes for getting to Halifax on a weekend.
Its great fun and lots of people in the summer use the
wi-fi hubs along the green corridor to work outside.
I can’t wait until I can drive to Leeds though, although
the train isn’t bad and is quick and regular.

It’s a pretty place to live with lots of squares and the
old streets to walk round, though we live in a new
terrace in Garden Street. Mum and Dad liked it because
it was one of the latest carbon zero houses and they
can both work from home, giving their lectures to
Leeds University through the remote workspace
upstairs. I want to work in the new innovation centre
at Stubbing Holme when I am a bit older, it attracts
scientists from all over and they are currently working
on installing the latest algae-powered vertical farm at
Walsden. I want to be a sustainability energy advisor
when I grow up, I complain about school but Mum
says she wishes she had the benefit of learning about
biodiversity in a classroom linked to Germany and India.
Waste is a big thing here and what we are all told to
cut out to look after the valley, I often help my Gran on
a Sunday in the local free shop where lots of items and
services are swapped.
Anyway I have to go and meet my friend Neo up at
Gibson Mill, we have a jog through Hardcastle Crags
tonight and race up to the wind turbines. It’s the best
spot in town when you finish as you can see all over
the valley below.
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The upturned face of this land,
The mad singing in the hills,
The prophetic mouth of the rain,
That fell asleep,
Under migraine of headscarves and clatter,
Of clog-irons and looms,
And gutter-water and clog-irons,
And clog-irons and biblical texts.
Stretches awake, out of Revelations,
And returns to itself.
Chapels, chimneys, vanish in the brightening.

Afterword

And the hills walk out on the hills,
The rain talks to its gods,
The light, opening younger, fresher wings,
Holds this land up again like an offering,
Heavy with the dream of a people.
Ted Hughes
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Appendix
National Policy Context
Sustainable Communities framework
The Sustainable Communities Plan: Building for the
Future set out the Government’s national strategy
for creating sustainable housing markets and
communities. It included £38 billion of funding for
regeneration and housing renewal, with a focus on
regenerating deprived areas. It also included policies
to extend provision of affordable housing, bring
Council homes up to a decent standard, tackle low
demand and abandonment and reduce homelessness.
The Plan introduced a regional approach to housing
policy, with new Regional Housing Boards given
responsibility for producing Regional Housing
Strategies.
In 2005, the Government followed the Plan with two
further five-year plans. Sustainable Communities:
Homes for All includes the following core aims:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring sufficient supply of high-quality
homes across all three broad tenure groups;
Helping more people to own their own
homes;
Making sure that all social tenants, and seven
out of ten people in the private sector, have a
decent home;
Creating sustainable, mixed communities with
adequate jobs, services and infrastructure;
Providing additional support where needed,
and halving the number of people in
temporary accommodation.

Its sister document, Sustainable Communities: People,
Places and Prosperity, outlined the actions that would
be taken to provide the complementary services,
facilities and amenities required for sustainable
communities, such as schools, health services, parks,
transport infrastructure and a healthy local economy.
At the centre of the Sustainable Communities
framework is the principle of creating communities
with a range of housing types, tenures and sizes, to
promote social and economic inclusion of as many
different household types and incomes as possible.

Kate Barker Review of Housing Supply
Responding to rapid house price increases in recent
years leading to concerns regarding affordability,
particularly for potential first-time buyers, the
Government commissioned the Kate Barker Review
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of Housing Supply to explore the impact of housing
supply on housing market stability, housing
affordability and economic growth. Among its
findings was that to bring house price growth in
line with the EU average of 1.1% per annum would
require additional house building of 120,000 units
each year. Following the Review, the Government
increased the national net annual target to 200,000
new units per annum. This target has been increased
to 240,000 per annum following the Green Paper in
July 2007.

number of households will rise by 223,000 a year
until 2026, while the number of new homes built
annually has averaged 146,400 since 1990, only
118,000 were built during 2009, the lowest annual
figure since 1946 and significantly below the current
target of 240,000.

The Northern Way

The Government’s vision is for all households to have
access to a decent home at a price they can afford,
in a place where they want to live and work. The
Housing Green Paper proposes three main areas of
change:

The Northern Way is a Government scheme to reduce
the disproportionate concentration of economic and
housing growth in London and the South East of
England that has accelerated house price increases
there and created a £30 billion output gap between
the North and the average for England. The scheme
involves the three Northern Regional Development
Agencies: Yorkshire Forward, the Northwest
Development Agency and OneNorthEast.
In 2004, ODPM published the Growth Strategy –
Moving Forward: The Northern Way – which outlined
how £100 million of Government funding would be
spent. One of its ten policy priorities was to create
sustainable communities with housing choice for
all households, through regeneration and housing
renewal. This also relates to another of its core aims:
to improve the image of the North by making it a
more attractive place to live and work.

National housing and planning policy
reform
The Housing Green Paper, released in July 2007,
has set ambitious targets for future house building
volumes, the revised target requires the delivery
of three million homes by 2020. The delivery
of this level of home building will prove to be a
significant challenge for the development industry
and the planning system. Nevertheless, there is
little doubt that the Brown Government has made
clear its intention to maintain and develop housing
provision as a priority. Affordability issues have
gained momentum in driving popular politics and as
a response to this Government has sought expertise
from the private sector to aid and facilitate solutions.
The main drivers for reform are that the perceived
need and demand for housing is way in excess of
housing supply. As a consequence the increase in
house prices in recent years has been marked. For
the average household, housing has become less
affordable. Current projections indicate that the

The perceived problem, however, is not solely a deficit
of supply. The mismatch of demand against supply
continues to accentuate and widen the affordability
gap.

•
•
•

More homes
Better homes
More affordable homes

More homes
The Government is proposing a new housing delivery
target for 2016 of 240,000 homes per annum. The
Government believe that there is a requirement for
an additional two million homes by 2016 and three
million by 2020.
The 2016 target will be met by the 1.6 million homes
presented in the regional housing allocations already
in place as presented in the Regional Spatial Strategy
(RSS) documents. A further 150,000 – 200,000
will be added to this by the review of existing RSS
currently underway in some regions. New to the
total are 150,000 homes to be provided within New
Growth Points (a potential estimated number of 78
across both the North and South). In addition to
these Growth Points 10 Eco Towns are also proposed
which could see an addition of between 25,000 and
100,000 new homes to the total delivery to 2016.

New performance Framework
With regard to the Comprehensive Spending Review
in October 2007, CLG established 198 indictors
underpinning its new performance framework. The
new framework reflects the Government’s priorities,
effective from April 2008, this set of performance
indicators are the only measures ‘on which central
government will performance manage outcomes
delivered by local government working alone or in
partnerships.’ (The New Performance Framework for
Local Authorities and Local Authority Partnerships,
page 4).

The targets against the new national indicators are
negotiated at local level through new Local Area
Agreements (LAAs). Each LAA has 35 indicators
selected from the list of national indicators, which sit
alongside 17 statutory education targets. The main
housing related indicators pertinent to our policy
framework are:
•
Net additional homes provided (NI154);
•
Number of affordable homes delivered (gross)
(NI155);
•
Number of households living in Temporary
Accommodation (NI 156);
•
% decent council homes (NI158);
•
Supply of ready to develop housing sites
(NI159); and
•
Local Authority tenants’ satisfaction with
landlord services (NI160).

plans and concentrating resources on fewer, larger
programmes.
The Code for Sustainable Homes

The Code for Sustainable Homes, launched in
December 2006 and planned for mandatory
compliance for new homes by April 2008. The Code
builds upon the existing building regulations Part L
and EcoHomes standards, assessing the sustainability
of homes according to nine design categories
including energy/CO2, water, materials, surface water
run-off, waste, pollution, health and well-being,
management and ecology. The Code will introduce
minimum standards to be achieved for energy, water,
materials, surface run-off and waste. Developments
are rated on a Code level one-six, standards being
improved incrementally, Code three by 2010 (25%
improvement on current building regulations), Code
New Growth Points
four by 2013 (44% improvement on current building
regulations) and Code six being zero carbon by 2016.
Additional Growth Points have been allocated in
Meeting
level six requires zero carbon emissions
the north of England, spreading the opportunity for
from
all
energy
uses in the dwelling and provision of
growth through strategic partnerships nationwide
on
site
renewable
energy sources either from micro
from the initial allocations in the south and Midlands.
Extending the programme into the north is in addition generation or district accredited source.
to the Housing Market Renewal Programme. The
allocation of Growth Point status to Leeds City Region Public sector land
will impact upon Calderdale in terms of potential
economic growth placing additional pressure on
200,000 new homes are to be developed on public
housing demand in the local authority and the town
sector land by 2016, an increase of 70,000 on
as an integral housing market in the Leeds City
previous targets. This follows the identification of
Region.
major additional surplus public sector land. Land
stemming from British Rail, the Highways Agency, the
MoD and the Department of Health total in excess of
Housing and Regeneration Act
550 new sites.
The Housing and Regeneration Bill received Royal
The Homes and Communities Agency is set to
Assent and became an Act of Parliament (Sept
have a major role facilitating and managing the
2008). The Act established both the Homes and
Central Government surplus land, either acquiring
Communities Agency (HCA) and the new social
sites directly or take an agency role, managing or
housing regulator, the Tenant Services Authority
reviewing disposals and ensuring that minimum
(TSA). The HCA will be responsible for delivery of
agreed
standards for development are achieved.
180,000 new affordable homes by 2011 and have a
role to play in supporting the regeneration of underMinimum standards include:
performing towns and cities through leverage of
investment programmes. The Agency represents a
A minimum of 50% affordable housing with
new opportunity for local authorities in terms of new •
provision to be consistent with planning
working arrangements and approaches to investment
policy;
‘kickstarting’ development particularly during the
•
High design and environmental standards;
market downturn.
•
All homes to meet a minimum standard of
Level
3 of the Code for Sustainable Homes;
This is particularly pertinent as authorities, through
•
Defined
development start and completion
sub regional partnerships and working arrangements,
dates to prevent land banking;
such as ‘The Golden Triangle Housing Partnership’
•
Limits on the scale of buy to let sales on each
are encouraged to have a ‘single conversation’ with
site.
the HCA to identify and agree funding priorities and
arrangements for their local areas. The HCA is likely
to prioritise investment through regional investment

Rural housing delivery
In 2005 the Government set up the Affordable Rural
Housing Commission to formulate recommendations
on rural housing issues. Subsequently, the findings of
the commission have been used to inform PPS3 and
devolve greater power to planning authorities with
regards rural housing provision, for example rural
exceptions site policies, such as H13 in the Calderdale
RUDP and Affordable Housing SPD.
The Government has also founded the Rural Housing
Advisory Group to examine greater innovation and
efficiency in rural delivery. Main changes include the
development of Community Land Trusts. These trusts
act as mechanisms for the democratic ownership
of land at the community level. Land is taken out of
the market and separated from its productive use
so that the impact of land appreciation is removed.
This is deemed to enable the long-term planning for
affordable and sustainable housing development.
There are currently seven pilot schemes.
The Matthew Taylor Review on Rural Economy and
Affordable Housing (2008) highlighted the need to
provide affordable housing provision in rural areas
and as new neighbourhoods in market towns, in light
of increased property prices precluding local first time
buyers access to the local market.

Recycling homes and land
The national target of 60% provision on Brownfield
land remains the goal on new development. Local
Authorities are expected to produce their own
targets for Brownfield use with support from HCA
to overcome the barriers to adding some Brownfield
sites to the supply chain and to lever in private
investment and transform communities.
Local Authorities will also be expected to do more
to bring long-term empty homes back in to use.
Figures presented in the Green Paper suggest up
to 150,000 homes have been empty for over two
years, this impacts upon delivery in Calderdale and
Hebden Bridge due to the number of short and
long-term vacant properties and second homes. The
Government propose using the Housing and Planning
Delivery Grant to enable and facilitate bringing these
properties back into use. The Government also make
reference to housing purchased by capital investors
on a ‘buy-to-leave’ basis as adding to the issue of
empty homes.
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The Planning Bill
The Planning White Paper, published in May
2007, proposes to streamline the planning system,
strengthen the strategic role of local authorities and
importantly ensure that the planning system can cope
with the future target to deliver 240,000 new homes
per annum. Many of the White Paper’s proposals
have now been included in the recently published
Planning Bill whilst others are being incorporated in
appropriate guidance.
New draft RSS documents, being prepared by the
regional assemblies, will see local authority allocations
of 190,000 homes per annum, some 30,000 more
than the previous RSS. These annual targets remain
below the 240,000 proposed for 2016. To work up
to this rate of delivery the Government will look to
induce greater flexibility in responding to demand
and encourage the early review of allocations. The
National Housing and Planning Advice Unit (NHPAU)
will lead on providing guidance in this area.
At the local authority level PPS3 and the introduction
of Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessments
will be the main drivers in trying to ensure that land
availability does not restrict the provision of housing.
Local Authorities will be offered incentives in the
form of Housing and Planning Delivery Grant for the
delivery of new housing and the identification of at
least five years worth of sites ready for development
and ten years worth of development potential.
Reforms aimed at streamlining the planning system
include the introduction of Planning Performance
Agreements (PPA) and an expanded role for the
Advisory Team on Large Applications (ATLAS). PPAs
between developers and local planning authorities
are perceived by Government as a potentially effective
means of providing developers of large schemes with
a more predictable, efficient and timely process.

Infrastructure delivery
If supply is to rise successfully, the new households
created will need to have access to schools,
healthcare, transport and other facilities. The 2007
Comprehensive Spending Review aims to set out
a framework within which Central Government
departments can work together on infrastructure
planning. The outcomes of the policy review process
will then be tested by DCLG.
For several years there have been proposals for
changes to the Section 106 planning obligations
system. The objective has been to widen the
scope of the system and to raise more money
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from development to pay for local and regional
infrastructure. The government has scrapped initial
proposals for a Planning Gain Supplement and in its
recently published Planning Bill is now proposing a
new system of planning tariffs which it has dubbed
the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). The clauses
in the Bill set out the broad parameters of the CIL
but the bulk of the detail will follow in regulations
and guidance. Nonetheless the likely elements of the
scheme can be deduced.
The Community Infrastructure Levy will be a standard
charge levied on new development. It is intended
to contribute to the future infrastructure needs of
the area from which the development will directly
or indirectly benefit. The main advantage of CIL for
developers is that they will know in advance what
their liability is likely to be. Another is that planning
timescales should be reduced as there will be less
need for negotiation between the parties.
The enabling legislation should receive Royal Assent
in the second half of 2008. A range of secondary
legislation and changes to planning circulars and
guidance will also be needed. Implementation,
therefore, is unlikely before 2009. Local authorities
will not be required to introduce the CIL but it is very
likely that the vast majority will do so.
Infrastructure plans will be drawn up within the
regional spatial strategy and the local development
framework defining the infrastructure requirements
over the plan period and estimating the resulting
expenditure to which developers will have to make a
contribution via the CIL.
The CIL will be based on a combination of different
total infrastructure requirements, i.e. so much
for roads, so much for schools, etc. However, the
authorities will arrive at a simple figure for the levy,
for example £X per home and £Y per square metre
of commercial floor space. The rate of the levy will
almost certainly have to take into account the size of
new homes (for instance, the number of habitable
rooms) and the use class into which commercial
property falls.
The Government may encourage differential levels
of CIL to be set for greenfield and brownfield land.
Many authorities will also set different levels of CIL for
different parts of their areas. Planning guidance might
even identify areas where no CIL would apply, for
example in low value ‘regeneration’ areas.
The level of the tariff would be set through the
development plan making process and so would
be subject to consultation. In setting the level of a

CIL the local authority would have to consider the
other demands on development, such as affordable
housing and the need to build low / zero carbon
developments.
It is likely that the planning authority would have
the discretion to waive the full CIL in circumstances
where it was demonstrated that this would render
development un-viable. In cases where it is necessary
to ensure that specific local infrastructure is secured
to enable a particular development to proceed
developers will be allowed to offset the CIL system
with locally negotiated Section 106 agreements.
Logically, the tariff should apply only to the increase
in development promoted on specific sites. Where
development is redevelopment, therefore, the
tariff is likely to be applied to the net increase in
development.
It is likely that there will be a development threshold,
below which the development threshold would not
apply, but the threshold is likely to be a low one. In
the case of housing, for instance, CIL may well be
payable if just a single new home is being developed.
However, extensions to homes will almost certainly be
excluded. The requirement for affordable housing will
not be affected by the CIL.
Some local authorities are already operating planning
tariff schemes that have been introduced within the
existing legal framework. Many other authorities
are in process of introducing such schemes. It is very
unlikely that the Government will want to put all
this on hold whilst the new system is put in place.
However, they will probably be keen to ensure that
emerging schemes are in line with the new legislation.

Better homes
The Government do not just intend to deliver more
homes, they also propose changes to ensure that
better homes are built in places where people want
to live and that existing homes are meeting decency
standards. The Green Paper presents a series of
elements they wish to develop to achieve this:
•
•
•
•

Development of infrastructure to support
growth;
Facilitating the provision of good amenities
and development of a sense of ‘place’;
High standards of design;
The provision of greener environmentally
sustainable homes.

Building Britain’s Future – The Housing
Pledge (2009)
Outlined key public sector leverage objectives
to extend the Kickstart programme to facilitate
development of halted housing schemes in light
of the economic downturn and bring forward
opportunities on HCA owned land. Extra funding
would be provided for 15,500 affordable homes, of
which 11,000 would be social rented.

Planning Policy Statements
Communities and Local Government determine
national policies on different aspects of planning and
the rules that govern the operation of the system.
National planning policies are set out in Planning
Policy Statements (PPS), which are gradually replacing
Planning Policy Guidance Notes (PPG).

Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering
sustainable development
Sustainable development is the core principle
underpinning national planning policy. The
Government indicate that that planning system
should facilitate and promote inclusive sustainable
development by:

•
•
•
•
•
•

sustainable development is pursued in an
integrated way;
Regional and local planning should ensure
that development plans address the causes
and the potential impacts of climate change;
That spatial planning is at the centre of the
development process;
That planning policies promote the highest in
quality inclusive demand;
Design that fails to take the opportunities
available for improving the character and
quality of an area should not be accepted;
Development plans should also contain clear,
comprehensive and inclusive access policies;
Development planning should be ‘front
loaded’ and involve the community where
relevant and appropriate

The new planning system of Regional Spatial
Strategies and local development documents should
take a spatial planning approach. This approach
should advocate the integration of planning and
land use policies. The Green Paper proposals look
to introduce a step change in this integration by
combining Regional Spatial Strategies and Regional
Economic Strategies into one document.

Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing

PPS3 sets out the Government’s national planning
Making suitable land available for
policy framework for delivering the Government’s
development in line with economic, social and
housing objectives. PPS3 has been developed in
environmental objectives to improve people’s
response to the Barker Review of Housing Supply.
quality of life;
The proposals draw on a range of research and
•
Contributing to sustainable economic
consultation exercises. The underlying objective
development;
of PPS3 is to initiate the necessary step change in
•
Protecting and enhancing the natural and
housing delivery to meet growing demand. The
historic environment, the quality and character
Government hope to do this by creating and
of the countryside, and existing communities;
developing a more responsive approach to land
•
Ensuring high quality development through
supply at a local level.
good and inclusive design and the efficient
use of resources; and
PPS3 sets out a series of policy drivers pertinent to
•
Ensuring that development supports existing
the development of new housing, they include:
communities and contributes to the creation
of safe, sustainable, liveable and mixed
Achieving high quality housing - Reflecting policy in
communities with good access to jobs and key
Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable
services for all members of the community.
Development, good design should contribute
positively to making places better for people. PPS3
PPS 1 builds on the principles developed and
indicates that design which is inappropriate for its
presented in the Sustainable Communities - building
context, or which fails to take the opportunities
for the future paper published in 2003. Planning has a
available for improving the character and quality of an
key role in the creation of sustainable communities as
area and the way it functions, will not be accepted.
well as protecting the environment. The Government
present the following key principles to guide both
PPS3 suggests that Local Planning Authorities should
national, regional and local planning:
develop a shared vision with their local communities
of the type(s) of residential environments they wish
•
Development plans should ensure that
to see and develop design policies that set out the
•

quality of development that will be expected for the
local area, aimed at:
•

•

Creating places, streets and spaces which
meet the needs of people, are visually
attractive, safe, accessible, functional, inclusive,
have their own distinctive identity
and maintain and improve local character;
Promoting designs and layouts which make
efficient and effective use of land, including
encouraging innovative approaches to help
deliver high quality outcomes.

In addition it is set out that Local Planning Authorities
should encourage applicants to bring forward
sustainable and environmentally friendly new
housing developments, including affordable housing
developments, and in doing so should reflect the
approach set out in the supplement to PPS1 on
climate change, including on the Code for Sustainable
Homes.
Achieving a mix of housing – Drivers of policy on
housing mix are dominated by the requirement to
provide for a mixed community. Key characteristics
of a mixed community are indicated within PPS3 as
being a variety of housing, particularly in terms of
tenure and price. Pertinent to much development
currently is the provision of housing for a mix of
different households such as families with children,
single person households and older people.
Regional Spatial Strategies should set out the region’s
approach to achieving a good mix of housing
(examined for the northern regions below). Local
Planning Authorities should plan for a mix of housing
on the basis of the different types of households that
are likely to require housing over the plan period. This
will include having particular regard to:
•
•
•

Current and future demographic trends and
profiles;
The accommodation requirements of specific
groups, in particular, families with
children, older and disabled people.
The diverse range of requirements across the
area.

Based upon the findings of a Strategic Housing
Market Assessment and other local evidence,
Local Planning Authorities should set out in Local
Development Documents:
•

The likely overall proportions of households
that require market or affordable housing,
for example, x% market housing and y%
affordable housing;
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•

•

The likely profile of household types requiring
market housing eg multi-person, including
families and children (x%), single persons
(y%), couples (z%);
The size and type of affordable housing
required.

This will be examined for Local Planning Authorities in
Yorkshire and The Humber as per the research brief.
In summary, developers should bring forward
proposals for market housing which reflect the
demand and the profile of households requiring
market housing, in order to sustain mixed
communities. Proposals for affordable housing
should reflect the size and type of affordable housing
required.

•

local incomes and local house prices.
Include provision for the home to remain at
an affordable price for future eligible
households or, if these restrictions are
lifted, for the subsidy to be recycled for
alternative affordable housing provision ”.

PPS3 defines social rented housing as:
“Rented housing owned and managed by local
authorities and registered social landlords, for
which guideline target rents are determined through
the national rent regime. It may also
include rented housing owned or managed by other
persons and provided under equivalent
rental arrangements… as agreed with the local
authority or with the Housing Corporation as a
condition of grant”.

Planning Policy Statement 12: Local
Development Frameworks
Local Development Frameworks are the non-statutory
term for the portfolio of development documents
that comprise the spatial planning strategy for the
area encompassing a local planning authority. Local
Development Frameworks encapsulate the spatial
approach presented above. Traditionally the land use
planning system has focussed upon the regulation
and control of the use of land. Local Development
Frameworks (LDFs) aim to go beyond this to establish
connection and integration with other strategies
and policies that are not usually included within the
planning system but that have an impact on spatial
development.

The overall aim of LDFs is to streamline the planning
process and to promote a proactive approach to
And defines intermediate affordable housing as:
managing and facilitating development. LDFs differ
considerably to previous spatial planning documents
“Housing at prices and rents above those of social rent, in that they are continuous and fluid and are designed
but below market price or rents, and
to be driven by an overall vision for development.
which meet the criteria set out above. These can
The main differences between the LDF process and
include shared equity products (e.g. HomeBuy), other previous spatial planning are:
low cost homes for sale and intermediate rent”.
•
Continuous not finite process;
The definitions above replace guidance given in the
•
Integration as a key element;
Planning & Affordable Housing Circular
•
A prominent role for community involvement
Achieving market housing mix – Local Planning
6/98 and Planning Policy Guidance No. 3: Housing
with ‘front loading’ built into the planning
Authorities should plan for the full range of market
2000 (PPG3).
process;
housing. In particular, they should take account of the
•
Evidence based decision making;
need to deliver low-cost market housing as part of
The context for the delivery of affordable housing
•
A formal requirement for sustainability
the housing mix.
policy at the national level is the development
appraisal;
of mixed communities and stepping beyond the
•
A wider spatial planning approach going
Achieving a mix of affordable housing – The
traditional separation of tenure. Regional Spatial
beyond traditional development control
Government’s commitment to providing high quality
Strategy sets out the regional approach to addressing
to work with developers to manage and plan
housing for households unable to access market
affordable housing including targets for the region (it
for development;
housing, as well as enabling and facilitating the
is important to note that Regional Spatial Strategies
•
The LDF will try to bring clearer timing
movement of households out of social rented and
are at variable stages in replacing Regional Planning
and scheduling to development through a
into home ownership is manifest within PPS3 and the Guidance). Local Development Documents set out
defined development scheme.
accompanying Affordable Housing Policy Statement .
local district wide affordable housing policy and
are based upon evidence collated through Strategic
Local Development Frameworks comprise a series of
PPS3 presents a new definition of affordable housing. Housing Market Assessment.
development plan documents and supplementary
The main difference is that social rented provision
planning guidance documents. SPG’s are not
is joined by intermediate tenures such as shared
In Local Development Documents, Local Planning
subject to independent examination and do not
ownership and shared equity and low-cost market
Authorities are required to;
have development plan status. Development plan
housing is excluded.
documents include:
•
Set an overall target for the amount of
“Affordable housing includes social rented and
affordable housing to be provided across the
•
A core strategy – this document sets out the
intermediate housing, provided to specified eligible
plan period;
overall vision, the spatial objectives and core
households whose needs are not met by the market.
•
Specify the type and size of affordable
policies for development;
Affordable housing should:
housing;
•
Site specific allocations of land;
•
Set separate targets for social–rented and
•
Area Action Plans;
•
Meet the needs of eligible households
intermediate affordable housing;
•
Other development plan documents – these
including availability at a cost low enough
•
Set site size thresholds.
could include thematic documents such as
for them to afford, determined with regard to
retail strategies, housing, employment etc.;
In planning at site level, Local Planning Authorities
should ensure that the proposed mix of housing
on large strategic sites reflects the proportions of
households that require market or affordable housing
and achieves a mix of households as well as a mix
of tenure and price. For smaller sites, the mix of
housing should contribute to the creation of mixed
communities having regard to the proportions of
households that require market or affordable housing
and the existing mix of housing in the locality.
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•

A proposals map illustrating the geography of
planned policies.

Other important related documents include a
statement of community involvement, a development
scheme, monitoring reports and local development
orders and planning zones.

Vision for Calderdale
Calderdale’s vision for the future:
“Our vision is for Calderdale to be an attractive place
where people are prosperous, healthy and safe,
supported by excellent services and a place where
we value everyone being different and through our
actions demonstrate that everyone matters”
The local authority aim to achieve this by ensuring
that Calderdale’s economy is the foundation for
driving improvements in the quality of life in the
District. The focus is on ensuring that the district
can manage the impact of changes in the Global
and Regional economy and that this is not achieved
at the expense of the environment - the very thing
that makes Calderdale attractive as a place to live
and work. The need to embrace and promote a low
carbon future for the district is recognised as key to
ensuring a sustainable future. Underpinning this is the
appreciation that children and young people are the
future generation and the importance of this vision
for their future.
Central to the ambition for a prosperous economy is
the need to be economically diverse and recognise
and support the different needs of local communities.
There is a clear recognition to realise the potential of
the connections within the sub region and with the
City Regions of Leeds and Manchester.
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